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The Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP89) - A User's Manual
By Robert M. Plencner and Christopher A. Snyder
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
l_ewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44136
An engine simulation computer code calledNNEP89 has been written to perform one
dimensional steady state thermodynamic analysis of turbine engine cycles. By using a very
flexiblemethod of input,a set ofstandard components are connected at execution time to
simulate almost any turbine engine configuration that the user could contemplate. The code
has been used to simulate a wide range ofengine cyclesfrom turbos_afts and turboprops _oair-
turbo-rockets and supersonic cruisevariable cycleengines. OfF-design performa,lce is
calculated through the use ofcomponent performance maps. A chemical equilibrium model is
incorporated to adequately Dred,ctchemical dissociationas well as model virtuallyany fuel.
NNEP89 iswritten in standard FORTRANT7 with clearstructured programming and extensive
internal documentation. The standard FORTRAN77 programming allows itto be installedonto
most mainframe computers and workstations without modification.
The NNEP89 code has been derived from the Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP).
NNEP89 provides many improvements and enhaTicements tothe originalNNEP code and
incorporates features which make iteasier touse forthe novice user. NNEP89 has been written
toexecute the old NNEP input fileswithout changes to the program or the input files.
This report serves as a comprehensive user'sguide for the NNEP89 code. It
incorporates a general description ofthe code, comprehensive input description,program flow
charts and sample input and eutput cases.
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1-0 INTRODUCTION
In 1975 the NASA Lewis Research Center in conjunction with the Naval Air
Development Center developed an engine cycle simula_.ion computer code called the Navy/NASA
Engine Program, NNEP (ref. I). The NNEP code expanded greatly upon the capabilities of an
existing Navy code, NEPCOMP, (ref. 2) by introducing multiple modes of operation to sinmlate
variable cycle engines, "stacked" component maps for variable geometry components, and
optimization capability. The program could therefore simulate the steady-state design and off-
design performance of almost any turbine engine that the user coudd contemplate.
Projected increases in engine material capabilities and recent studies of air breathing
engines for very high speed flight have created interest in engine cycles and engine conditions
that I_,YNEPcould not handle adequately. First, very high _emperatures are reached in many of
these engine cycles. At these higt. temperatures, chemical dissociation of some of the engine gas
streams can occur, which NNEP can not model. Therefore, the program was enhanced by
adding a chemical dissociation model to NNEP. This same model allows NNEP to model cycles
using any ft:els including cryogenic fuels and slurries. Second, new component models were
needed for certain innovative cycles. These new models enable the program to simulate, among
other things, air-turbo rockets, ejector mixers, and rockets. A new version of NNEP was written
to incorporate these features. This new version was called NNEPEQ, for NNEP with
EQuilibrium effects (ref. 3&4).
After the addition of chemical equilibrium, several other changes were desired, but the
original structure of the program made such enhancements difficult. Therefore the program
was rewritten using FORTRAN77 standards, with clearer, more structured programming, and
with extensive internal documentation within the FORTRAN coding. This version of the
program is called NNEP89 and includes many capabilities not in the original program. These
capabilities include the use of propeller performance maps (ref. 5); the plotting of compressor,
turbine, and propeller component maps and engine operating points on these maps (ref. 6); more
options for improved nozzle performance modeling (ref. 7); a new compvv_ent which will
conditionally activate and deactivate a control component; programming _o automatically set up
certain program control parameters (ref. 8), and an option to calculated the amount of turbine
cooling bleed flow requirements (ref. 9). These improvements make the program easier to use
and add further enhancements. NNEP89 will still execute the old NNEP or NNEPEQ input
datasets without changes to the program or the input datasets. This version of the code was
also written to greatly ease its installation onto most computers.
This document provides a general description of the NNEP89 code and all the
information required for the user to model any desired engine configuration. It contains
sections that discuss the use of performance maps to predict component performance, the
method of configuring an arbitrary engine configuration, a brief description of all the types of
components that are available in the code, a description of the chemical equilibrium option, an
explanation of installation loss calculations and a series of flow charts the doscribe the overall
logic of the code. The majority of this document is dedicated to providing e detailed description
and definition of all the program inputs. The end of this doc_men_ contains many samples to
aid the user in developing his own NNEP89 engine model
Work is currently in progress to develop a NNEP89 £rogrammer'a manual. Wher,
completed, this document will provide details on the code theory, structure, logic, and
operations.
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2.0 GENERAL CODE DESCRIPTION
The NNEP89 engine simulation computer code performs one dimensional, steady state,
thermodynamic analysis of turbine engine cycles. By using a very flexible method of input, a
set of standard components are connected at execution time to simulate almost any turbine
engine configuration that the user could contemplate. Off-design performance is calculated
through the use of component performance maps. The compressor and turbine performance
maps are scaled by the code to match the design point pressure ratio, corrected weight flow and
efficiency of the engine being modeled. Engines that change configurations over various
portions of their flight regimes are modeled using a feature of the code that allows the user to
defin _ multiple configurations of the same engine. These engines with multiple configurations
are called multimode engines. The default thermodynamic routine used in the code is preset for
mixtures of air and JP4 fuel. A chemical equilibrium model is incorporated as an option to
adequately predict thermodynamic properties when chemical dissociation occurs as well as
when using virtually any fuel.
In general, two separate input files are required to run the code. The first contains
inputs which tell the code what components will be used and how those components are
configured to form a specific engine model. Detailed inputs for each of these components
describe the desired component model. Also included in this input file are global inputs which
control program input/output, execution, optimization, turbine cooling, thermodynamic property
calculations, and installation effects calculations. The second input file contains all
performance map tables which are generally used to model off design performance of
components such as compressors and turbines. If only design point calculations are being
computed the map tables file is usually not required.
Although NNEP89 onlydoesa thermodynamic analysis,ithas been coupledtoa number
ofothercodestoextendthiscapability.The capabilitytoestimateengineweightswas added to
the program (ref.10).Presently,thisisaccomplishedby using additionalprogram librariesto
performthe weightanalysis.The weightprogram individuallyweighs each component, using
userinputformany designparameters..There isan optionforgraphicaloutputofthe flow
path and interactiveweightdetermination.
Simplified installation effects calculation are built into the program to give a
preliminary estimate of inlet drag and nozzle drag. As an alternative to these internal
installation calculations there is an additional pl ugram library which performs more detailed
installation effects calculations (ref. 11). This additional program library can utilize much more
sophisticated inlet and nozzle performance maps, to more accurately estimate installation losses
and their effect on overall engine performance. The installation package can also perform much
more detailed inlet and nozzle weights if sufficient inlet and nozzle system information is
known.
o
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3.0 COMPONENT PERFORMANCE MAPS
One of NNEP89's greatest strengths is its capacity to interpolate user-supplied data
tables to estimate component performance. These data tables consist of a dependent variable
which is a function of up to three independent variables ( dependent variable = F (x,y,z)).
Consider the table data as three dimensional, composed of a series of planes with each plane
assigned a value call Z. Then, on each Z plane, the dependent variable (ordinate axis), is a two
dimensional function of X (abscissa axis) and Y (see Figure 1). These three dimensional tables
are often referred to as maps. The data format for inputting all tables is given in Section 16.3.
z(x.Y,zl)
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Figure1. Three DimensionalMap Representation
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Most ofthe enginecomponents have inputswhich may be specifiedinterms ofa user
inputtabularfunctionofone tothreeindependentvariables.The specificindependentvariables
used are predeterminedby the program. These functionsare discussedinthe descriptionsof
each ofthecomponents inSection6. The usercan alsosetup a variableschedule,which allows
the usertosetup a datatablewhich setsany inputvariabletobe a functionofup tothreeother
component inputs,component outputs,orengineflowstationpropertiesthatthe userspecifies
through the vari '4scheduleinputs.
All the map ,bles required for a given engine model must be contained in a separate
map file. This entire map file is read in by the program at the beginning of the execution of a
set of cases and the entire fde is stored in an array. This array is later interpolated by the code
using a cubic spline interpolation technique to get the values of the depr:ndent variables
corresponding to the current values of the independent variables. If an independent variable is
outside the range of the tabular data, a linear extrapolation will be performed using the slope of
the spline at the last point in the table.
 -_ mmmm m
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The map file may contain additional map tables that are not used by a specific engine
model. The only restrictions are that the total number of map tables in the fde is no more than
thirty and no more than 20000 array locations are required to store all the map tables. The
number of array locations required to store the data is roughly four times higher than the
actual number of data points being stored. Therefore, when using very large map fdes for the
first time, the user is cautioned to check the output for error messages to ensure all tables have
been stored properly.
3.1 COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE MAPS
A typical compressor map is shown in Figure 2. The third dimensional argument not
shown in the figure is stator angle. Thus there are a series of plots similar to the one shown in
Figure 2 each with a different value of stator angle. However, note that for a given corrected
rotational speed and stator angle, there is a family of values for compressor pressure ratio,
corrected mass flow, and adiabatic efficiency. The program therefore uses arbitrary lines on the
maps called R lines, as shown in Figure 3. These R lines are drawn by the user following the
general shape of the surge line. R lines must not cross or intersect each other. Each R line is
assigned an arbitrary value with increasing values from the surge line. The surge line is
generally (but not necessarily) defined as an R value of one. The three map properties (pressure
ratio, corrected flow, and efficiency) can then be defined in tabular form as a function of
corrected speed, R value, and stator angle. At the engine design point, the user specifies the
design point on the map by specifying R value, corrected rotational speed, and stator angle. The
user also inputs the desired compressor pressure ratio and efficiency. This defines unique
compressor may values for pressure ratio, corrected mass flow, and efficiency. For the design
point calculation, the _rogram will use the compressor performance input by the user and the
design-point specified on the component maps and calculate map scale factors. The equations
for the map scale factors are given in Section 10.2.5. The map scale factors will be used by the
program for off-design points to convert the compres._ or corrected mass flow, pressure ratio, and
efficiency interpolated From the performance maps into the actual performance properties to be
used by the program.
There are separate programs available for generating compressor and fan performance
maps (ref. 12 & 13) The programs are easy to use and can generate compressor and fan
performance maps with operating characteristics tailored for the user's application. _lhese
generated performance maps are already in the NNEP89 format.
3.2 TURBINE PERFORMANCE MAPS
Typical turbine performance maps are shown in Figure 4. Although the use and scaling
of turbine performance maps are similar to compressor performance maps, there are some
notable differences. At the design point the user specifies the design point on the turbine
performance maps (by specifying the turbine map pressure ratio and its corrected rotational
speed) and the desired turbine efficiency. At the design point, the program will determine the
turbine pressure ratio required to balance the work requirements on that shaft. Using this
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pressureratio, themassflowthrough thisturbine,and userspecifiedesignpointon the map,
the program calculatesthe turbinemap scalefactors.The map scalefactorsforthe turbine
component have the same definitionas the compressormap scalefactors.These map scale
factorswillbe used by the program foroff-designpointstoconvertthe turbinecorrectedmass
flowand ei_ciencyinterpolatedfrom theperformancemaps intothe actualperformance
propertiesused by the program.
There isa separateprogram availableforgeneratingturbineperformancemaps (ref.
14).The program iseasytouse and can generateturbineperformancemaps withoperating
characteristicstailoredfortheuser'sapplication.These generatedperformancemaps are
alreadyinthe NNEP89 format.
3,3 VARIABLE SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE MAPS
Many ofthe enginecomponent models arealreadysetup touse performancemaps for
certaininputvariables.(Forexample,the inletrecoverydatatableissetup touse a tableof
inlettotalpressurerecoveryas a functionofinletreferredflowand Mach number.) The format
ofthesedata tablesisthe same as any otherNNEP89 data tableinput,such as the compressor
and turbinemaps. The usercan alsoinputa user-designeddatatableand use thevariable
scheduleprogram controlcomponent tohave the program setany inputspecificationfany
enginecomponent as a functionofany 3 component inputs,outputs,or engineperformance
properties.An example how todo thisisincludeinthe Section10.2.16.
'i
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4.0 CODE INPUT DES_ONS
Table I shows the layoutofan example inputdatasetforthemain inputstothe
NNEP89 program. The firstrecordisthe titlelinewhich helpstheuseridentifythe dataset
and alsoappears on the output.The secondlineisthe global&D Namelistinput.As with all
Namelist data thefirstcharacterinthefieldmust be blank.Thisfirstsetofinputsdefineshow
many modes the enginewillhave,iftheuser wants touse the chemicalequilibriumoption,and
othersimilarinputsthatdefinegloballywhat NNEP89 willhave todo. A completelistofthese
inputsare giveninSection10.1.Ifthe chemicalequilibriumoptionhas been turned on,the
nextinputisspeciallyforthe chemicalequilibriumpol_ionofthe program. Followingthe
chemicalequilibriuminputs(ifany),issimplya seriesof&D Namelist inputblocks.These &D
inputblocksdefinethe enginecycleand how the program shouldexecutetheenginecycle.It
usuallycontainsonlythe KONFIG, SPEC and SPCNTL variables.From the globalNamelist
inputs,theprogram knows how many modes (NMODES) are tobe read. The codereads inthe
KONFIG, SPEC and SPCNTL variablesforallofthesemodes. Note thatmost engine
configurationsonlyconsistofone mode (NMODES= 1).AfterNMODES number ofNamelist
datahave been read,the program willexecutethe mode which isdesignatedas the design
point.Additionaldesignpoints(withNCODE=3) ora seriesofoff-designpointsmay be
executedby inputtingadditional&D Namelist inputblocks.
a
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INPUT FIELD DESCRIPTION
TITLE LINE I line input identification
&D ..... &END Global &D Namelist Inputs
REACTANTS CEC switch to read in reactant
data
(CEC reactants) Reactant data information
(blank line) Signals end of CEC reactant
data
THERMO
(CEC THERMO DATA)
CEC switchtoreadinthermo
data
Thermo datainformation
END Signalsend ofCEC thermo data
NAMELIST CEC switchtoreadinCEC
Namelist data
&INFI_ .....&END CEC Namelist data
END (CEC switchtosignify Signalsend ofCEC inputdata
end ofCEC inputdata)
&D MODE=I .....&END SPEC and KONFIG Namelist
inputsforMODE=I
&D MODE--2 ......&END SPEC and KONFIG Namelist
inputsforMODE=2
&D MODE=3 ......&END SPEC and KONFIG Namelist
inputsforMODE=3
&D MODE=4 ......&END SPEC and KONFIG Namelist
inputsforMODE=4
&D MODE=5 ......&END SPEC and KONFIG Namelist
inputs for MODE--.5
&D MODE=6 ...... &END SPEC and KONFIG Namelist
inputs for MODE=6
&D ...... &END Firstoff-designcaseornew
designpointcase(thesemay be
repeatedasmany timesas
required
USAGE
Always required
Always required
Only input when using the
CE_ option
Only input when using the
CEC option
Only input when using the
CEC option
Only inputwhen usingthe
CEC option
Only inputwhen usingthe
CEC option
Only inputwhen usingthe
CEC option
Only inputwhen usingthe
CEC option
Only input when using the
CEC option
Only input when usingthe
CEC option
Always required
Only input for engines with
2 ormore modes
Only inputforengineswith
3 or more modes
Only inputforengineswith
4 or more modes
Only inputforengineswith
5 or more modes
Only illputforengineswith
6 modes
Required foroff-design
casesormultipledesign
pointcases(setNCODE=3
formultipledesignpoints)
Table 1. Example Input Data Format
I
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5.0 NNEP89 ENGINE MODEL DEVELOPMENT
5.1 CONFIGLrRING AN ENGINE
The NNEP89 computer codedoes notcontainany presetenginecycles,such as a single
spoolturbojet,thattheuser can simplyinvokethrougha singleinput.Instead,itrequiresthe
userto identifythe mechanicaland thermodynamic connectionbetween enginecomponents
througha setofinputs.In addition,atoff-designpointoperatingconditions,theuser must
identifypotentialsourcesofflowmismatch, work imbalance,and rotatiom'dspeed mismatch
withinthe enginethrough additionalinputs.These mismatches and unbalancesare commonly
referredtoas "errors".Finally,the freevariablesthatwillbe used toeliminatethese"errors"
must be specifiedby the user.
5.1.1_omnonents and Flow Stations
To use the code,the usermust specifyallthe components which arecontainedinthe
desiredengineconfiguration.Unique component numbers areassignedtoeach ofthese
components. Sincethe components do nothave tobe labeledsequentially,flowstationsare
definedforflowsenteringand leavingeach component. These flowstationstellthe codehow
the components areconnectedtogether;thedownstream flowstationnumber ofone component
must co_espond totheupstream flowstationnumber ofthe component thatimmediately
followsit.The restrictionsthatapplytothe assignment ofcomponent numbers and flow
stationsare,_ven inTable 2.
The primary inlet must be always be given a component number of one.
The primary upstream flowstationofthisinletmust be one.
Component numbers must be inthe range ofI -199.
Flow stationnumbers must be inthe range ofI -99.
Table2. Input LabelingRestrictions
The thermodynamic properties of the flow are calculated at each of the flow stations
through the engine. Table 3 lists these thermodynamic properties and the corresponding
Station Property Number which is used to refer to a specific property at any given flow station.
Notice that Mach number and. static pressure are stored in Station Properties 6 and 7,
respectively. However, in general, areas are not calculated by the code. Therefore, Mach
number and static pressure are only calculated for a few components. Mach number and static
pressure are calculated for the flow stations entering and leaving a mixer. The nozzle
component calculates the static conditions for _he throat and exit flow stations. The nozzle
throat Mach number and static pressure are stored in the flow station location corresponding to
the nozzle entrance. The duct (or burner component) has an option to calculate the static
conditions for the flow stations entering and leaving that component. The free stream Mach
number intothe inletisstoredas StationProperty6;however, thefrecstrcamstaticpressure
and temperatureenteringtheinletare storedinStationProperties2 and 3 (totalpressureand
tempcraturc).For allotherflowstationsthe staticpressureand Mach number are not calculated
and willshow up as zeroon the output.
15
Station Property Number Definition
1
2
3
4
5
Weight flow, lb/s
Total pressure, psia
Total temperature, °R
Fuel-to-air ratio
Referred flow,W_/P Note: corrected flow, w_F'o/8, is
printed on file output w_/P = 1.5497 w_'e/8
Mach number
Static pressure, psia
Interface corrected flow error
Table3. StationPropertyDefinitions
To aidiuassigningthe requiredinputs,a blockdiagram ofthe initialengine
config?_ration,P.sshown inFigure5,istypicallysketchedby the user. The component numbers
and flowstationsareadded tothisblockdiagram toaidinvisual;.zationf the enginelayout
and tohelpinformulationofthe inputfile.The component numbers and flowstationnumbers
inthisexample do notfollowany logicalsequencetoillustratethattheycan be assignedin an
arbitrarymanner (subjectothe restrictionsinTable 2).However, itisrecommended that
when possiblethecomponent numbers and flowstationumbers be labeledsequentiallytoaid
theuserinreadingand understandingtheresults.
O
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Figure5. Sample Two-SpoolTurbojet
NNEP89 has 16 differentcomponents;11 ofthem model differentenginecomponents,5
ofthem tellNNEP89 how toexecutethecycle.The enginecomponents are:inlet,ductor
burner,water injectororgas generator,compressor,turbine,heatexchanger,splitter,mixer or
ejector,nozzle,loadorpropeller,and sEaR. The components thatcontrolhow NNEP89 executes
thecycleare:variablecontrol,variableoptimization,variablelimit,variableschedulingand
conditionalcontrol.Allcomponents are inputusing eithera unique 4 lettername ora numeric
codeas shown inTable 4.
The desiredengineconfigurationisenteredintoNNEP89 through the Namelist variable
KONFIG. KONFIG isa two dimensionalarrayof5 by 200. Each ofthe components has five
valuesassociatedwith it.The firstarrayelementforeachcomponent definedisalways the
quotedstringor alternatenumeric inputlistedinTable 4. The quotedstringcomponent name
inputwhich iss 4 lettername enclosedinsinglequotesisgenerallyused becauseofitseaseof
interpretation.However, some computersdo not supportthequoted stringinput,therefore,the
alternatenumeric inputisavailable.The remaining 4 arraylocationsare used toinputthe
upstream and downstream flowstationsorotherinformationpertinenttoconfiguringthe
engine.The KONFIG variableprincipallyprovidesthe informationrequiredtodefinethe
V
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configuration of the desired engine. The KONFIG array location definitions are defined for
each component type in Section 10.2. The detailed design information required to define each
component is input through the Namelist variable SPEC. SPEC is a two dimensional array of
15 by 200. Each of the components has 15 design input parameters associated with it. These
detailed definitions are specified for each component in Section 10.2.
Component Type
En_ne Components
Quoted string Alternative
Input Numeric Input
Inlet
Duct or Burner
Water injector
Gas Generater
Compressor or Fan
Turbine
Heat Exchanger
Flow Splitter
Flow Mixer or Ejector
Nozzle
Load or Propeller
Shaft
'INLT
'DUCT
NVlNJ'
'GGEN'
'COMP'
'TURB'
'HTF_,X'
'SPLT
'MIXR'
'NOZZ'
'LOAD'
'SHFT
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Program Control Components
Variable Control
Variable Optimization
Variable Limit
Variable Scheduling
Conditional Control
'CNTL'
'OPTV'
'LIMV'
'SKED'
"VCNT
12
13
14
15
16
Table 4. Input Component Name Definitions
5.1.2 Secondary Flow Streams
When conf_uring an engine that requires a bypass or bleed flow stream, a compressor,
duct (not a burner), or flow splitter may be used to create this secondary flow. To create this
secondary flow stream the flow station number of the secondary stream is simply input in the
fifth array location of the KONFIG variable for that particular component. A secondary flow
that is bled off a compressor or a duct must either be bled overboard or it must reenter the main
flow stream in a turbine or another duct. A secondary flow that is created by a duct or
compressor may not pass through any other components between the point where it is bled and
the point where it reenters the engine or is bleed overboard. If the flow is recombined with the
main flow stream, the downstream flow station of the compressor or duct where the secondary
flow stream is created must be the secondary upstream flow station of the duct or turbine where
the flow streams are being recombined. However, all the flow does not have to reente, the
engine at one location. It may reenter at multiple ducts and turbines. The momentum of the
secondary stream is not accounted for when it is mixed in the duct or turbine with the main
flow stream. The momentum of the secondary stream is simply set to the same monmentum as
the main flow stream at the point they are recombined. However, the enthalpy of the secondary
flow stream is accounted for. The temperature of the recombined flow will be determined by the
enthalpy of the two streams that are being combined. If overboard bleed is desired, the
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secondaryflowstationis not connected to a duct or a turbine. This flow will not enter into any
other ealcu]ati,_ns and is simply "lost" by the code.
If the usr.r desires to have other components in the seconda_.'y flow stream, a flow
splitter m,_ist be used to create the secondary flow stream. All secondary flow streams that are
generated by means of a flow splitter normally will be recombined with the main flow stream in
a mixer or an ejector or will exit the engine in a separate nozzle. The secondary flow from a
splitter may also reenter the main flow stream through a duct or turbine; however, the
momentum of the secondary stream is not accounted for as was discussed above. The secondary
flow created by a splitter must either be recombined with the main flow stream or exit through
a separate nozzle, it cannot be dumped overboard. If the flow is recombinod with the main flow
stream, the last downstream flow station of the components in the secondary flow stream must
be the secondary upstream flow station of the component where the flow streams are being
recombined. Note that splitter/mixer combinations can be nested. In this case the furthest
downstream splitter must reenter at the furthest upstream mixer.
5.2 MULTIMODE ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS
Modeling ofmultimode engines is a capability that was developed specifically for NNEP
when it was derived from the original Navy NEPCOMP code. This capability allows NNEP89 to
model engines tha_ change configuration over various portions of their flight regimes. An
example of a multimede engine is a convertible engine for high speed rotorcmi_ In the takeoff
mode this engine operates as a turbosha/_ with power being extracted to drive a helicopter type
rotor. In the cruise mode the engine operates as a turbofan by disconnecting the helicopter
rotor and connecting a fan stage to provide forward thrust.This would be modeled by defining
two modes as described below. The first mode would include all the components necessary to
represent the turboshafl configuration and a second mode would include all the components
necessary to model the turbofan configuration. Most components would be common to both
modes.
When settingup a multimode engine,a separateNamelist isused foreach mode
definition.See Table Ias wellas Sample 5 (Section12.5)forexamples ofhow tosetup the
inputfoe.Any component which iscommon totwo modes must have the same component
number inboth modes. The useriscautionedthatifa component appears inmore than one
mode, the valuesinputinthe SPEC variableinthe lastmode tobe inputwillbe the valuesthat
are used by the program. Up to six mod_,s may be defined in an engine model, although more
than two modes are rarely required. The design point conf_,uration is defined using the
MODESN variable. The various modes are executed by setting the variable MODE equal to the
number of the mode desired for that particular case.
5.3 OFF-DESIGN OPERATION
For design point calculations NNEP89 will automatically ensure continuity of mass,
energy and speed between components. For off-design operating points, the continuity of mass
and energy are not automatica]ly met. The user must determine which components will have a
potential mismatch or "error" in mass flow or energy. A set of free engine variables which is
equal to the number of errors in the engine must then be chosen by the user. The variable
control component (CNTL) is then used to vary the free variables to reduce the errors within the
engine to be smaller than a user specified tolerance. This process will ensure the continuity of
mass and energy (within the given tolerance).
As stated above, the first stsp is to determine where the errors occur within the en_ne.
The continuity of mass will be discussed first. Every component that has its flow dictated by a
component map and every component that chokes will only pass a specified amount of correctod
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flow,w_'e/8.Fora compressor map the independent variables corrected speed, N/_/e, and R
uniquely determine the corrected flow through the compressor. However, this does not
automatically match the flow being passed to it by the component immediately upstream from
it. Similarly, the corrected flow of the turbine will be determined by its pressure ratio and its
corrected speed. A nozzle with a fixed threat area will limit the corrected flow to the amount it
can pass with Math one at its throat. Therefore, the entrance to every compressor, turbine and
f'ned area nozzle will have the possibility of a flow mismatch. The flow coming out of the
previous component may not be equal to the amount _i_flow that the component will pass.
These imbalances are commonly called "flow errors".
The secondkind ofpossiblemismatch withinthe engineisa work imbalance. The sum
ofthe energytaken out ofthe shaftby compressingthe airorby drivingexternalloadsor
propellersmay not equalthe energybeingput intothe shaftby the turbines.This typeof
imbalanceiscommonly calleda "work error".Allshaftshave potentialwork errors.
Two components have specialoperatingconditionsthatintroduceunique errorswithin
thatcomponent. For themixer a controlcomponent isusuallyrequiredtoforcethe static
pressureofthe primary stream toequalthe staticpressureofthe secondarystream. To design
a heatexchanger,the inputvalueoftemperaturerisemust be varieduntilitmatches the
calculatedtemperatureriseatthe designpointconditions.
Ovce allthe mismatches or errorsarefound withinthe engine,the usermust pickan
equalnumber offreevariableswithinthe engine.These freevariableswillbe variedby the
program inorderto obtainerrorvaluesthatere smallerthan thetolerancespecifiedby the
user.The freevariableswilldepend on the engineconfiguration,and the particularsetoffree
variableswillsomewhat affecthe operatingconditionspredictedby the code.A typicallistof
possiblefreevariablesforeach component typeisgiveninTable 5.
The variable control component is used to input the engine errors and the free variables
into NNEP89. Determining the engine errors, choosing a set of free variables to be used and
writing the variable control component inputs is one of the more difficult tasks when using
NNEP89, especially for a new or infrequent user. As a result, an automatic control formulation
option is available in NNEP89. This option is invoked by setting ACTL to be one or two. The
program will then determine the engine errors and will choose a set of free variables to
eliminate these errors. All the errors discussed above will be controlled except for the mixer
static pressure balance. Because the operation of the mixer is very dependent upon the desired
use, the user must input any desired control component for the mixer. Even though the
program will assign all the other needed control components, the user should monitor what free
variables are being used to ensure the engine is being modeled as the user desires. When
executing with this option turned on the code will not try to use free variables that have been
previously used in a user written controi, nor will it try to eliminate an error that the user has
already written a control to eliminate. Thus even if the controls are generally input by the user,
the automatic control option may be invoked to ensure that an engine mismatch isn't missed
through a user oversight.
The above discussion has shown the necessity of using the variable control component to
eliminate mismatches within the engine. However, the use of the control component is much
broader than that. It may be used to obtain a specified value for any input or output variable by
varying an independent free variabl_, within the engine. One example of this is to force the
engine to operate at a specified compressor surge margin. Another example is to obtain a
desired thrust level by varying the engine airflow or the burner outlet temperature. These
controls may be used at design point, at off-design or both. Variable control components are
used extensively in modeling engines with the NNEP89 code.
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Component Type
Inlet
Compressor
or Fan
Turbine
Burner
Mixer or Ejector
Nozzle
Shaft
Heat Exchanger
Splitter
Load
PossibleFree Variable
Airflow
R Value
Third DimensionalValue on Stacked Maps
PressureRatio
Third DimensionalValue on StackedMaps
Burner OutletTemperature
Primary orSecondaryFlow Area (if
variable)
ThroatArea
ShaftRotationalSpeed
Primary Flow Temperature Change
Bypass Ratio
Horsepower Extracted
Table 5. PossibleFreeVariables
Whenever variable control components are used the code must iterate to find a solution
that satisfies all the conditions specified by the controls. The number of iterations is normally
limited to 50 but my be increased using the MAXNIT input (see section 10.1.2). If any
dependent variable is not within its specified tolerance when the maximum number of iterations
has been reached, the code will print a warning message on the output and thee proceed to the
nextcase.
5.4 REDESIGNING COMPONENTS DURING OFF-DESIGN OPERATION
The IDONE variable can be used to redesign individual components during off-design
operation. IDONE is an array that tells the program ifa component has been designed or not.
If IDONE(N)=0, component N has not yet been designed. After each point, IDONE is set to one
for each component. For off-design points the user can set IDONE(N)=0, and the program will
redesign component N during that execution, based on present conditions. One example for this
involves multi-mode engines. After executing the engine in one particular mode, the user
switchesmodes, but thisnew mode includesanothernozzle,component N, thathas not yetbeen
designed.The program willsetIDONE(N)=0 forthisnozzleand willredesignitduringthat
casebased on currentconditions.However, the usercan inputthe nozzledesignparameters
directlyby settingIDONE(N)=I.
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Setting IDONE=0 for every component will cause the program to redesign all currently-
used components. This has the same effect as setting IWAY=I. IWAY is discussed further in
Section 10.1.2.
5.5 CONFIGURATION LIMITATIONS
Presently, NNEP89 is c :.pable of calculating the steady-state design and off-design
thermodynamic performance of engine cycles with as many as 100 flow stations and as many as
200 components. The maximum of 200 components includes engine components and program
control components. The user is limited to using a maximum of 50 components of any one type
(e.g. maximum of 50 ducts). Note that only 10 variable optimization components may be active
at any one time. A maximum of 70 user-supplied component performance maps, with a
maximum of20,000valuesmay be used.
@
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6.0 ENGINE COMPONENTS
As previously stated, NNEP89 has 11 engine components. The engine components are:
inlet, duct or burner, water injector or gas generator, compressor, turbine, heat exchanger,
splitter, mixer or ejector, nozzle, load or propeller, and shai_. These components will now be
discussed in detail. The definition of each input variable for these components is given in
Section 10.2. Most of the components contain inputs that are either a fixed variable value or a
table reference number. If a table reference number is given, the program will interpolate the
user supplied table using the current values of the independent variables of that particular
table. A description of these table formats (the dependent and the independent variables) is
giveninthe followingdiscussions.The usermust supplythe tablewhich relatesthe program
specifiedependent and independentvariablesina separatemap filewhich getsreadin on unit
12.
The inletcapturesthe airflowthatentersthe engine.The inletconditionscan be
specifiedeitherastemperatureand pressureofthe airfloworas thegeometricorgeopotential
altitudeand Mach number orvelocity.Ifaltitudeisinput,thiscomponent willuse itsinternal
1962 ARDC atmosphericmodel todetermineentranceconditions.There isan optiontoadd a
deltatothe atmosphericmodel temperaturetosimulatea non idealday. The inletcomponent
isentropicallycompressestheinletflowtostagnationconditiov.qand then appliesa pressureloss
usingan inlettotalpressurerecoveryfactor.The inletrecoverymay be inputby the userasa
constantvalue oras a tableasa functionofinletexitcorrectedflowand Mach number. Ifno
recoveryisinput,a defaultinletpressurerecoveryscheduleisused as follows:
forMach _<1 Recovery = 1.0
forMach> 1 Recovery = 1 -0.075(Mach -1)_.ss
Inletairflow(Ib/s)can be specifiedaseithercorrectedairflowatinletexit,correctedairflowat
inletentranceoractualairflow.The program ispresetfortwo kinds ofinletperformancemaps.
The firstisadditionalinletdrag dividedby dynamic pressureas a functionofMach number and
inletexitreferredflow.The secondisinletrecoveryas a functionofinletexitreferredflowand
Mach number. These maps areused by puttingthecomponent map tablereferencenumber in
the correctSPEC arraylocation.
6.2 DUCT orBURNER
A ductcan be used as an engine'smain combustor,an aRerburner,a passagetomove
flowfrom one stream and add ittoanotherora devicetomodel pressurelosses.The combustor
and the afterburneradd fueltoa gas stream tochange itstemperature.The fuelheatingvalue
and combustionei_ciencymust be inputifa burner isdesired,unlessthe userisusingthe
chemicalequilibriumthermodynamics model. The desiredcombustiontemperature may be
specifiedand thiscomponent willfindthe fueltoairratio,orthe fueltoairratiomay be
specifiedand the ductcomponent willfindthe temperature.There are alsoterms toallowsome
ofthe airtobe unburned, (e.g.forcombustor wallcooling).This unburned airwillbe added
back tothe main stream beforethe burnerexit,such thatthe burner exittemperaturewillnot
be equalto"_hesetburnertemperature.Ifthe burnercross-sectionalreaor Mach number is
known, the burnerwillcalculatethe Rayleightotalpressurelossfrom the heatingofthe main
streamdue tothe additionoffuel.
As a passage,a duct can be used as a transitionfrom one component tothe next,to
bleedoffflowforturbinebleed,orbypassflowaround othercomponents withoutusing a
splitter-mixercombination.When usingthe ducttobypassflow,the program doesnot account
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for the pressure differences from an entering bypass stream and the main stream. Total
enthalpy will be conserved, but the mixed stream will be at the main stream's pressure. The
program does not follow the flow path of a duct bypass. Thus, there can not be any other
components in-between where the bypass exits the duct and the b_q)ass stream re-enters either
a turbine or another duct. If the user wants the program to follow the flow path of a bypass
stream (for example to have a bypass go through any one or several component before re-
enteringillanotherduct)the splittercomponents must be used.
The program is preset for three different kinds of user-input duct or burner performance
maps; duct or burner pressure drop as a function of the entrance corrected airflow, combustion
efficiency as a function of entrance referred airflow and fuel-to-air ratio, and fuel heating value
as a function of desired temperature and entrance pressure. These maps are used by inputting
the appropriate component map tab!e reference number in the correct SPEC array location.
6.3 GAS GENERATOR (OnlyWith EquilibriumOption ON)
The gas generator component is modeled as a rocket sending its exhaust into an engine.
It can only be used with the chemical equilibrium option turned on. The gas generator is used
to:
1) Add a certain amount of a fuel or a fuel and oxidizer stream to an incoming flow, and then
determine the total mixture's temperature,
2) Add a fuel stream at a certain temperature into an engine, or
3) Mix specified fuel and oxidizer streams together for a desired temperature or mixture ratio
(like a rocket) into the user's engine. If the user specifies the temperature, the component
determines the fuel-to-oxidizer mixture ratio, if mixture ratio is specified, the component will
determine the mixture's equilibrium temperature.
The incoming flow stream determines the gas generator's pressure. If the upstream
mass flow rate is zero, the user may input the pressure. The user must specify the fuel's
composition using the FARRAY array (discussed in Section 10.4). If there is also an oxidizer
flow, the user must also specify the oxidizer composition using the OARRAY array (discussed in
Section 10.4). Otherwise, the program will assume that there is no oxidizer. Gas generators are
commonly added to a cycle by using the splitter component, with the bypass stream as the gas
generator input stream. To model a rocket with no upstream flow the user must specify a zero
bypass on the splitter. There are no preset performance maps for the gas generator component.
6.4 WATER INJECTOR (OnlyWith EquilibriumOptionOFF)
The water injectorcomponent isused toestimatethe effectsofwater injectionintothe
engine.Itcan onlybe used with the chemicalequilibriumoptionOFF. The specificheat,gas
constantand the ratioofspecificheatsforthe mixture are accuratelyaccountedfor(neglecting
chemicaldissociation)inthe water injectorcomponent usinga specialwater-airthermodynamic
table.However, downsteam the water isaccountedas a fuel.The thermodynamic properties
are calculatedbased on theequivalentfuel-to-airratio.The usercan inputthe amount ofwater
injected(up to10%, by mass, ofthe gas flowenteringthe water injector)and the fractionof
water thatisvaporizedorthe usercan lettheprogram determinethe amount ofwater
necessaryforsaturation(up to10%). The program willadd the amount ofwater requested,and
calculatethe new gas stream temperature.There are no presetperformancemaps forthe water
injectorcomponent.
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6.5 COMPRESSOR or FAN
The compressor component can be used formodeling both compressorsand fans.At
designpoint,the userspecifiesthe desiredpressureratio,adiabaticefficiency,amount of
compressorbleed,and how much compressionthe compressorbleedobtains.Compressor bleed
can be removed atthe beginningofthe compressionprocess,atthe end,orsomewhere in-
between. The defaultassumes thebleedisremoved atthe exitconditions.Ifthe userisusing
compressorperformancemaps, theusermust tellthe program the locationofthe designpoint
on thatmap. The map scalefactorsaresetatdesignpoint.Compressor performancemaps and
map scalefactorsare discussedinmore detailinSection3.1.For off-designpoints,the
compressorcomponent willinterpolatefrom the compressorperformancemap, usingthe map
scalefactorstodeterminethe compressor'soperatingcharacteristics.
At designpoint,the userinputsthe desiredadiabaticefficiencyand,ifthereare
multipleturbineson one shaft,the fractionoftotalpower requiredby the shaftthatwillbe
produced by thisturbine.The turbinecomponent willdeterminethe pressureratiorequiredto
producethe r,ecessaryamount ofpower. The usercan alsosetthe fractionofturbinecooling
used tototalbleedflowavailable.The program can alsoestimatethe amount ofcompressor
bleedairrequiredforturbinecoolingatthoseoperatingconditions.Thisoptionisdiscussedin
reference9. The tu:_,inecoolingflowcalculationhas been furtherenhanced by allowingthe
usertodirectlyinputthe desiredvane and bladetemperat,xres.Ifthe userisusingturbine
performancemaps topredictoff-designperformance,the_ _rmust alsospecifythe turbine
designpointon thatmap. At designpoint,theuserinputswilltelltheprogram thedesiredmap
designpointand theprogram willdeterminethe map scalefactors.Turbine performancemaps
and map scalefactorsare discussedin detailinSection3.2.For off-designpoints,theturbine
component willinterpolatefrom the turbineperformancemap, usingthe map scalefactorsto
determinethe turbine'soperatingcharacteristics.
6.7 HEAT EXCHANGER
A heat exchangertransfersthermal energyfrom one stream toa lower temperature
stream. The userinputsthepressurelossesfort)othstreams,the heatexchangereffectiveness,
and an initialguessthe temperatureriseofthemain stream. The heat exchangereffectiveness
isused with theincoming temperaturesofthetwo streams and theirrelativenergies(mass
flow*specificheat)todeterminethetemperatureriseofthe main stream. This determinesthe
main stream exittemperature,which determinesthe amount ofthermal energytransferredand
the temperaturedrop ofthe secondarystream. At designpoint,NNEP89 must be configured
with aVariableControlComponent which eithervariesthe het._exchangereffectivenessor
variestheguess forthe temperatureriseofthemain stream inordertoforcethe guessvalueof
temperaturerisetobe equal tothe calculatedtemperaturerise.This isusedto"design"the
heat exchanger. Thiscontrolisnot necessaryforoff-designpoints.
The usercan alsocoolthe main stream by inputtinga negativetemperaturerise
(effectivenessi stilla positivenumber and the secondarystream willbe heated).The usercan
alsoinputtheheat exchanger entrancethermodynamic propertiesforone or bothstreams when
the equilibriumoptionisused. Thiscouldbe necessarywhen theupstream conditions".rone or
both _treamsare outsidethe range abletobe calculatedby the equilibriumthermodynamic
routines.
The program ispresetfortwo differentkinds ofheatexchangerperformancemaps. The
firstisa pressurelossforeachincoming streamas a functionofitsreferredmass flow.The
secondisthe heatexchanger effectivenessa a functionofactualmain gas mass flowand the
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ratioofsecondarytomain mass flows.These maps areused by puttingthe component map
tablereferencenumber inthe correctSPEC arraylocation.
The splitter component is used to create secondary flow paths that will be followed by
the program. (See preceding discussions of secondary flows in Section 5.1.2 for the proper use of
the splitter component.) For these secondary flows, the program will follow the secondary
streams through other components, keeping track of the stream's temperature and pr_ uure.
The user inputs to the splitter are the bypass ratio (ratio of secondary exit mass flow to primary
exit mass flow) and the total pressure loss of the primary and secondary exit streams. There
are no preset performance maps for the splitter component.
6.9 MIXER or EJECTOR
This component combines two streams withpossiblydifferentpressures,temperatures,
and mass flows.Itsolvesforthe exitconditionsby simultaneouslysolvingthe one-dimensional
equationsforthe col,servatinnofmass, momentum, and energy.The solutionoftheseequations
givestwo results,a subsonicand a supersonicsolution(sonamed because ofthe stateofthe exit
stream).The supersonicsolutiongenerallyresultsina higherexittotalpressurethan the
subs_.dcsolution,but itisquestionablewhether the supersonicsolutionisphysicallypossible.
Itistherefore]eR tothe usertochoosewhich solution,subsonicor supersonic,the mixer
component willcalculate.Mixing lossesmust be inputby the userand areintheform of
momentum coefficientsforthe enteringstreamsora momentum coefficientfortheexitstream.
There are optionstocontrolmixer inletand exitareas,mixer designinletstaticconditions,and
injectionanglesforthe entrancestreams. The optionsarelisted,along withsome discussionof
theiruse,inSection10.2.9.There are no presetperformancemaps forthe mixer/ejec_or
component.
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The nozzlecomponent convertsthe potentialenergyofengineexhaust gasesintokinetic
energyinordertoproduceusefulthrust.The nozzlecomponent can handle bothconverging
and converging-diverging(C-D)nozzles.Traditionally,the converging-divergingnozzleanalysis
inNNEP and NNEPEQ continuouslyvariedthe nozzleexitareasuch thatthe flowwas fully
expanded toambient staticonditions.Thismethod yieldsthemaximum thrust,but italso
impliesa variablegeometry nozzle.The nozzleroutinealsohandlesfixedarea ratioC-D
nozzles.When the exittothroatarearatioisfixed,the nozzlewillyieldmaximum thrustonly
atitsdesignpressureratio.Ifafixedaresrationozzleisoperatingata pressureratiolessthan
orgreaterthan itsdesignpointpressureratio,the nozzleissaidtobe overexpandedor
underexpanded, respectively.Due totheunequal exitstaticand ambient pressures,a pressure
thrustor a pressuredrag term must be includedinthe grossthrustcalculations.No separation
criteriare appliedforoverexpanded nozzles;hence,thepressuredrag term appliedmay be
unusuallylarge.The user alsohas the optiontospecifythe nozzleexitpressure.The nozzle
willexpand the nozzleflowtothisdesiredstaticpressure,regardlessofwhether the flowis
overexpanded orunderexpanded. Note thatlossesdue toexpansiontootherthan ambient
conditionsarecategorizedas thermodynamic losses.As always,any lossesdue toviscouseffects
must be accountedforby velocitycoefficientsand/ordischargecoefficientsfurnishedby the
user. These losscoefficientsareonlyappliedtothe momentum thrustcalculations.The nozzle
component can alsoapplydivergence(i.e.,non-axial)grossthrustlossestoconverging-diverging
nozzles(ref.7).These lossesare accountedforby applyingan analyticallyderived,geometry
dependent divergencelosscoefficienttothe grossmomentum thrust.
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The fixed area ratio and divergence loss calculations are invoked only when certain
inputs are specified. Thus old input ides executed with NNEP89 will produce the same results
as with pn.-ious versions on the code. The nozzle component is preset for two kinds of nozzle
performance maps; nozzle flow coefficient as a function of nozzle total to ambient pressure ratio
(or if the user inputs a value for nozzle exit static pressure, nozzle flow coefficient as a function
of nozzle total pressure to user input exit static pressure ratio) and nozzle velocity coefficient as
a function of nozzle total to ambient pressure ratio and the ratio of nozzle exit area to throat
area. These maps are used by putting the component map table reference number in the correct
SPEC array location.
6.11 LOAD or PROPELLER
This component is used to add or subtract horsepower from an engine cycle. If used as a
load, the horsepower subtraction must be input by the user as a negative number or be defined
in a component map, with horsepower as a function of actual shaft RPM. These maps are used
by inputting the component map table reference number in the correct SPEC array location. If
this component is used as a propeller, propeller operating maps can be included. Using engine
models with propellers and propeller performance maps is discussed in greater detail in
reference 5.
The shaftcomponent isforthe mechanicalconnectionsbetween compressors,turbines,
and loadsorpropellers.The usermust inputactualshaR rotationalspeed,gear ratiosbetween
components connectedtothe shaftand the shaftitself,and themechanical efficiencybetween
theshaftand each connectedcomponent. Four components may be connectedtoany one shaft.
Ifadditionalcomponents are required,two or more shaftsmay be connectedtogether.There
are no presetshaftperformancemaps.
"I
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7.0 PROGRAM CONTROL COMPONENTS
As previouslystated,NNEP89 has 5 program controlcomponents. The program control
components tellthe codehow toexecutethe cycle.These components are variablecontrol,
variableoptimization,variablelimit,variablescheduling,and conditionalcontrol.These
components willnow be discussedindetail.The definitionofeachinputvariableforthese
components isgiveninSection10.2.
7.1 VARIABLE CONTROL
Since l_EP89 does not have any preset engine configurations, the user must define as
input to the program any flow or work errors that the program must drive to zero. The user
may also specify that some components operate at a specified condition (such as operating
compressors at a constant surge margin). Controls define to the program what independent
variables to change to get the engine model to operate in the desired manner. These
components are often the most difficult to set up for the user. The philosophy of variable
controls was previously discussed in Section 5.3. An option is available to automatically set up
the controls at execution time. This option is discussed in detail in reference 8 and an example
ofitsuse isgivenh_Section12.2.
7.2 VARIABLE OPTIMIZATION
The optimizationcomponent allowsthe usertomaximize orminimize a "costfunction"
(i.e.,thevariablebeingoptimized).Through theoptimizationcomponent, theuser tellsthe
program what variable,orvariables,tochange tomaximize orminimize one "costfunction".Up
to10 independentvariablescan he used atone time. The "costfunction"can be any
performancepropertyorcomponent outputinthe program (itcan not be a stationproperty).
Variableoptimizationisdiscussedmove fully,withan example, inSection10.2.14.
7.3 VARIABLE LIMITER
The variablelimitercomponent tellsthe program to"watch"certainvariablesand tell
the userifthe variablesexceedthe limitssetby the user.Ifthe userisexecutingwith
optimizationand a limithas been exceeded,the program willpenalizethe optimization"cost
function"(discussedinSection7.2)totrytogetthatvariableback withindesiredlimitsand
printouta warning message tellingtheuserthatthe limithas been exceeded.Ifoptimizationis
not activeand a limithas been exceeded,theprogram willonlyprintout a warning message
thata limithas been exceeded withthe res_oftheoutputforthatcase.
7.4 VARIABLE SCHEDULING
Many components are configuredtoautomaticallyuse certaintypesofperformance
maps. The usercan inputtheseperlbrmancemaps ina specifiedtabularformatand the
program automaticallyinterpolatesthe tablestoobtainthegivencomponent performance.A
good example ofthisisthe compressorand turbineperformancemaps. The variablescheduling
component isan extensionofthisperformancemap capability.Each variableschedule
component allowstheusertomake one inputvalueofany ofthe 11 enginecomponents (inlets
through shafts)tobe a functionofup toany threeotheruser-specifiedvariables.The valueof
the specificationisdeterminedby interpolatinga usersuppliedperformancemap table.The
tableformatisthe same asforothercomponent map tables.
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J8.0 CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
The default thermodynamic routine used in the program is preset with properties for air
and JP4 fuei (carbon-to-hydrogen ratio of 0.5245 and a heating value of 18600 BTU/Ib). For
many applications,the defaultthermodynamic routinegivesaccurateanswers. Ifthe user
wants touse a fuelotherthan JP4 fuel,oroperateathigh-Mach or_,igh-temperature
conditions,The defaultthermodynamic routinemay notadequatelymodel thesesituations.
These possiblysignificanterrorsinperformanceestimatesand thedissociationeffectsare
discussedindetailinreference15.
A chemicaldissociationoptionisincludedwiththe program, which enablesthe program
tohandlejustabout any combinationofchemicalspeciesforwhich thermodynamic datais
available.The dissociationoptionusesa rewrittenversionofthe computer program for
calculationofcomplex Chemical EquilibriumCompositions(CEC) (ref.16),tocalculate
thermodynamic properties.The incorporationoftherevisedCEC program intotheNNEP89
program isdiscussedfurtherinreference4. For simplicity,userinputshave been kept toa
minimum, but stillallowa largeamount offlexibilityformodeling many differentypesof
enginecycles.One limitationtothe chemicalequilibriumoptionisthatthegas stream will
alwaysbe at chemicalequilibrium.No chemicalkineticseffectswillbe taken intoaccount,such
as nozzlegas chemicalcompositionsbeingfrozenatthroatconditions.A secondlimitationto
thechemicalequilibriumoptionisthatitisonlyvalidinthe range of360 to9000 °R.
#
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9.0 SIMPLIFIED INSTALLATION CALCULATIONS
The NNEP89 code contains some correlations for estimating installation effects. These
correlations allow the user to estimate inlet drag or nozzle drag or both. Inlet drags will be
estimated if variable SPILL is set equal to TRUE. Nozzle boattail drag will be calculated if
variable BOAT is set equal to TRUE. The program will apply the inlet and nozzle drags to
calculate the net thrust and total specific fuel consumption (TSFC) with installations drags.
The program will also print to the output dataset the calculated inlet and nozzle drags. How to
use NNEP89 to estimate each drag will be discussed in the next sections.
9.1 INLET DRAGS
The inletdrag,calcula_dby the code,isthe sum ofbleed,lip,and spillagedrags.
Figure6 shows a sideview ofa 2-dimensioninlet,as an example tohelp defineand explainthe
inletinstallationdragterms.
AIR
>
Ac
Obliqueshock
Figure6. SideView ofa 2-D Inlet
Ac denotesthe inletcaptureareaorthe totalstream tubearea forthe flowcapturedor
affectedby the inlet.Ao denotesthe stream tube areaforthe airflowenteringthe engine.ABL D
denotesstream tubearea forflowcapturedby theinlet,but which billbe bledor removed from
theinletforstabilityorperformancereasons.ALlP isnotrepresentedinthe figure,but itisthe
stream tubeareaforthe airthatimpinges on theforward surfaceofthecowl lip,which will
causea drag. Asp Ldenotesthe stream tubeareafortheflowdivertedby the inlet.The
diversionofthisspillflowwillcause a drag on the inlet.Each areaterm can be convertedintoa
mass flowby multiplyingby the freestream velocityand densityand the momentum foreach
term can be determined by multiplyingitsarea by thedynamic pressure,q.
To get each individualinletdrag term,the stream tubeareaofeach term relativetothe
totalstreamtube areaAC ismultipliedby thatflow'srelativechange (orloss)ofmomentum.
This iscalledthe drag coefficient,CD. The engineairflow,whose stream tube areaisdenotedby
AoinFigure6,has a ram drag which isalways calculatedby the program as follows:
Ram Drag = m *Vo *0031081
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The drag for each other inlet loss is then determined by an equation similar to the following:
DRAG = C D * A c * q
Bleed drag, whose stream tube area is denoted by AnLD, is estimated with two terms, the
fraction of total capture that will be bled and the change in that flow's momentum. The bleed
fraction is estimated by the following equation:
YBLD = 0.016 * (Flight Mach number) 1.5
The change (loss) of momentum is given by the following equation:
AMBL D = (2.0 - (Inlet total pressure recovery) * _/Flight Mach number )
Both equations together give the following relationships for inlet bleed drag coefficient and inlet
bleed drag:
CDBL D = YBLD * AMBLD
and
DRAGBL D = A C * q * CDBLD
Spillage drag, whose stream tube area is denoted by ASPL, is the total inlet captured airflow
minus the engine and inlet bleed airflows. The spillage fraction is given by the following
equations:
mSPILL
_SPL - - (1.0- _rBL D - Ao/A C )
mTOTAL
with the limitations:
if _SPL > 1.0: _SPL = 1.0
if _'SPL < 0.0: _7SpL = 0.0
The change in momentum for the spillageflow isgiven by one ofthe following equations:
( 1.33 * (FlightMach number) 3 )
ifMach number < 1: AMsPL = AMINDS
or
ifMach number > 1: aMsp L = _ 1.33 * AMINDS + (FlightMacb number) 2 -1.0 )
( AMINDS * Flight Mach number )2
AMINDS isthe inletdesign Mach number. AMINDS isinput by the user, default is2.7.
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The equations for inlet spillage drag coefficient and inlet spillage drag become:
CDsp L = _SPL * AMspL
and
DRAGsp L -- A C * q * CDSPL
The cowllipdrag coefficientisestimatedusingone ofthe followingequations:
ifMach number < 1: CDLIP = 0.07-0.04*(FlightMach number )5
or
ifMach number > 1: CDLIp --0.07-0.04*(FlightMach number -1.0)0.25
Ifspilling,the cowllipdrag isreducedby multiplyingCDLIP by (1.0- _SPL )"Cowl lipdrag is
then calculatedusingthe followingequation:
IDRAGLIP = AC * q * CDLIP
Totalinletinstallationdrag isthe sum ofbleed,spillage,and cowllipdrags.Inletdrags
willbe calculatedifthe usersetsSPILL equaltoTRUE. The usermust alsoinputinletdesign
Mach number (defaultisMach 2.7).The usercan inputtheinletcaptureareadirectlythrough
the variableACAPT orhave theprogram calculateitby settingINLTDS equaltoTRUE and
inputtinga valuefortheinletdesignpointspillagefractioninvariableSPLDES (defaultis0.0).
The program willuse the presentengineparameters,withthe inletdesignMach number and
inletdesignspillagefractiontoestimatethe capturearea. The usermay alsomodify the
capturearea calculatedby theprogram by inputtinga valueforvariableSIZINL. SIZINL is
multipliedby the calculatedcaptureareatoget a new, resizedcapturearea. Thisfeaturehas
been found tobe usefulforquicklydeterminingthe effectsofchanging the inletdesigncapture
area,withoutchanging any otherengineorinletdesignparameters.
9.2 NOZZLE DRAG
Nozzleboattaildrag iscalculatedby theprogram when variableBOAT issetequalto
TRUE. There are no otheruserinputsfornozzleboattai]calculations.Nozzleboattaildrag is
causedwhen nozzleexitareaislessthan the maximum enginenacellearea,as shown inFigure
7.
J
_AExrr
Figure 7. Engine Drawing for Nozzle Drag Calculations
3_
4_t
AEXITis the nozzle exit area and AMAXEN is the engine nacelle maximum cress-sectional area.
AMAXEN is estimated at design point using the core flow conditions. The program assumes that
if there are multiple nozzles, AEXIT is the sum of all nozzle exit areas and the nozzles are
concentric. The boattail drag coefficient, CDBOAT is calculated using the following equations:
AEXlT
with the ]imitations:
irA R > 1.0: AR = 1.0
ffAR<0.05: A R=0.05
ffMach number < I: CDBOA T = (1.0-_ )* (0.05+ (Mach number)le)*0.5
(1.0-AR )3
ffMach number > I: CDBoA T = 0.0476*(Math number) I_
The nozzleboattaildrag isgivenby thefollowingequation:
DRAGBoAT = AMAXE N *q * CDBOA T
NNEP89 assumes thatnozzleboattaildrag occursonlyifthe nozzletotalexitarea islessthan
the enginenacellemaximum cross-sectionalrea. Ifthisisnottrue,ifAExrr> AMAXEN, nozzle
boattaildrag iszero.
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10.0 INPUT/OUTPUT DESCRIPTIONS
The main input data are read from Unit 9. The first input record on Unit 9 is a title line
for the job and can be up to 60 characters in length. The remainder of the input is read using
FORTRAN Namelist inputformatwith &D astl-eNamelist blockname. Component maps are
read from Unit 12. Output iswrittentoUr.it10.
10.1 GLOBAL &D NAMELIST INPUTS
The Namelist datafollowthe titleline.The Namelist variablesarelistedand described
below. They are broken outhere intofivecategoriesonlyforeaseofidentificationforinputby
the user.
@
I0.1.1
AMAC
DOUTHD
DRAW
ITERM
ITPRT
LABEL
LONG
MAPLOT
NUMLIN
Invut/Outvut
=T Write an output data file in the format required by the AMAC mission
program. These data are written to Unit 14 and are appended to the main
output file.
=F (default) Do not write AMAC data.
=T Print labels above the DATOUTs on the output.
=F (default) Do not print labels.
=T Draw a block diagram of engine on output file.
=F (default) No diagram will be drawn.
=0 (default) No terminal printout.
=1 Print at the terminal: altitude, Mach number, inlet recovery, total airflow,
gross thrust, fuel flow, net thrust, TSFC and number of iterations as NNEP89 is
executing.
=2 Same as 1, plus print tile number of iterations (NIT) when NIT is a multiple
of 5.
=-I Same as +I,exceptclearterminalscreenwhen number oflinesprintedout
isgreaterthan NUMLIN.
=-2 same as +2,exceptclearterminalscreenwhen number oflinesprintedout
isgreaterthan NUMLIN.
=0 (default)Do not printtablesofcomponent maps.
=1 Printtablesofcomponent maps on output.
A controlforprintinga labelatthe top ofa page toidentifythe pointbeing
executed.
Set LABEL=F for the design case. Then, if labels are desired for the off-design
cases, set LABEL=T in the off-design case input; then, on a separate line
following this Namelist data enter the desired label. (Default value is F.)
=T (default) Print history of the convergence process. It is advisable to have
LONG=T for new problems.
=F No printing of convergence history.
=T Plot scaled component maps, including the operating points. (See reference
6 for more information.)
=F (default) No component map plotting.
Number oflinesavailableon terminalscreen.(Used by program todetermine
when toautomaticallyclearthe terminalscreenwhen using ITERM<0. (Default
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PINPUT
PLOT
TABLES
XNUM
valueis20.)Using ITERM<0 and NUMLIN isspecifictosystems thatsupport
the FORTRAN callCLRSCR. Ifyour system orterminalsdo notsupportthis
call,remove the CALL CLRSCR lineinsubroutineCLRVU.
=T (default)PrintNamelist inputfora caseon the outputpriortothe results
forthatcase.
=F Do not printNamelist input.
=T Enable interactivegraphicstodraw the engineprofilewhen usingthe
WATE89 program. (Seereference17 formore details.)
=F (default)No WATE89 graphics.
=T (default)Component maps are used (Unit12),
=F Component maps are notused
Array ofcharactersthatwillbe used tolabeltheflowstationon the output.
Each arraylocationcan be up to4 charactersinputinHollerithorquoted string
format. (Defaultistheflowstationumber.)
10.1.2ExecutionControl
ACTL
ENDIT
IDONE(i)
IWAY
IWT
MAXNIT
MODE
MODESN
NCASE
=0 (default)Allcontrolsmust be definedand activatedby theuser.
=1 Controlstoeliminateflowand work errorswillbe automaticallysetup and
willbe activatedon the firstoff-designcase.Additionally,requiredcontrols
when using CALBLD=T orwhen using aheat exchangerwillbe automatically
activated.Note,becauseofthemany optionsavailable,allmixer controlsmust
be inputby the user.
=2 Same as I above,exceptthe usermay interactivelyvarythe independent
variableschosen toeliminatethe flowand work errors.
=1 Terminate executionaftercompletingthe previouscase.ENDIT willnot
appearinthe globalNamelist inputs,but ratherina 18terinputcasewhere the
userwants the program toterminate.(Defaultis0.)
Array totellthe program ifcomponent ihas been designedornot.This isused
toredesigna singlecomponent duringthe executionofa setofoffdesigncases.
To redesignthe entireengine,the usershoulduse IWAY=I orNCODE=3.
= 0 Component iisnot designed.
= 1 Component ihas been designed.
Design pointswitch.(DefaultvalueisI forthe firstpoint,0 forfollowingpoints,
and isinternallysetto-1forfirstpassthrough an engineatdesignpoint.)
SettingIWAY-1 willexecutethenextcaseasa designpoint,resettingallmap
scalefactors.
= 0 (default)Do notexecuteWATE89.
= 1,2,or 4 Execute WATE89, a weightestimationprogram. (Seereference10
formore information.)
Maximum number ofiterationsallowedtoinordertoreacha converged
solution.(Defaultis50.)
Designatesthe enginemode the codewilluse forthe nextcase.(Defaultvalue is
1.)
Designateswhich enginemode isthedesignmode. (Defaultvalueis1.)
When setto 1,thistellsthe program toresetallarraysand readina new setof
KONFIG and SPEC information.(Inessence,cleareverythingand get ready to
star alloveragainwith a new engineconfigurationand new cycleparameters.)
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NCODE
NMODES
PUNT
=1 Normal executing.
=2 Debug mode (printoutputaRer each pass).
=-1 or-2 Same aA I or2 exceptfullpassthroughcycleismade on each pass
when calculatingderivativematrix.
=3 Sequence ofdesignpointsfollows(shortensoutput)and obviatesneed to
supplya &D IWAY=I &END foreach case.
=4 Printpartialderivativematrixeachtime itisupdated and thevaluesof
independentand dependent variablesforeachcontrolforeach iteration.
The totalnumber ofmodes tobe configured.(Defaultvalueis1.)
=T (default)Use the valuesofallSPECs from the lastconvergedcaseas the
startingvaluesforthe nextoperatingpoint.
=F Use thepresentvaluesofallSPECs as startinguessesfornextpoint.If
the previouscasedidnot converge,some SPECs may have ridiculousvalues,
preventingthisnew casefrom converging.Therefore,itisadvisabletoalways
have PLrNT=T.
!
10.1.3 Optimization {see Section 10.2.14 for more details)
DEBUG
NJOPT
NVOPT
TOLOPT
=0 (default)Do not printthe debug informationwhen executingoptimization.
=1 Printdebug informationwhen executingoptimization.
Component number which indicatesthe locationofthe dependent variable.
(Used when optimizing.If0,the dependent variableisnot a DATOUT variable.)
Used when optimizing
IfNJOPT=0 a value ofI to17 indicatingwhich performancepropertyisthe
dependent variable.
IfNJOPT_0 a valueofIto9 indicatingwhich DATOUT ofcomponent NJOPT
isthe dependentvariable.
(NOTE: NVOPT > 0 minimize dependent variable,
NVOPT < 0 r_aximizedependent variable.)
Criteriaofconvergenceofdependentvariable.(Used when optimizing,default
valueis0.0002.)
E
10.1.4 Turbine Coolin_ (see Section 10.2.6 and reference 9 fov.,__
CALBLD
ELIFE
NEWEFF
TMBLAD
TMVANE
YEARB
YEARV
=T Perform turbine bleed flow calculations.
=F (default) No turbine bleed flow calculations.
Desired engine life. Only used when CALBLD=T for turbine bleed calculations.
(Defa_t value is 10000 hours.)
=T Calculate new turbine efficiency (used for turbine bleed calculations).
=F (default) Do not calculate new efficiency.
Actual desired blade metal temperature, °K Default is a function of YEARB.
Actual desired vane metal temperature, °R. Default is a function of YEARV.
Year of first service of blade. Only used ffCALBLD=T for turbine bleed
calculations. (Default value is 1990.)
Year of first service of vane. Only used ifCALBLD=T for turbine bleed
calculations. (Default value is 1990.)
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10.1.5 Thermodynamic Pronerties (Ine]udin_ CEC)
C2HRAT
FARRAY(i.i)
ICEC
OARRA¥
TFUEL
Carbon to hydrogen atomic ratio, used in duct burner calculations to correct the
fuel heating value for temperature effects. (Not used if ICEC > 0. Default value
is 0.5245035801, the value for JP4.)
Array of fuels to be used by the program in DUCTs and GGENs. j is the
component number of the DUCT or GGEN. i is an index of reactant number and
its relative amount to be used as the fuel, up to 6 components. (FARRAY is only
used if ICEC > 0.)
= 0 (default) No equilibrium gas prgperties.
= 1 Use chemical equilibrium code (CEC) to calculate thermodynamic
properties.
Array (i j) of oxidizers to be used by the program in GGENs. j is the component
number of the GGEN. i is an index of reactant number and its relative amount
to be used as the oxidizer, up to 6 components. (OARRAY is only used ifICEC >
0.)
Temperature of fuel added in burner. (Not used if ICEC > 0. Default value is
530°R)
".j
10.1.6 Installation
ACAPT
AMINDS
BOAT
INLTDS
INST
SIZINL
SPILL
SPLDES
Capture area oftheinlet,ft2" Thisinputisused forthe simplifiedinstallation
calculations.Thisvaluewillbe overriddenifINLTDS=T. (Defaultis0.0).
FlightMach number where inletisdesigned.Used forsimplifiedinstallation
effectscalculationswhen SPILL=T. (Not tobe confusedwith installationeffects
calculatedby the INSTAL89 program. Defaultis2.7.)
=T Perform simplifiedboattaildrag calculations.(Nottobe confusedwith
boattaildrag calculatedby the INSTAL89 program.)
=F (default)No boattaildrag calculations.
=T Specifiesthiscaseas the sizingpointforinletarea.Used forsimplified
installationeffects.(Nottobe confusedwith installationeffectscalculatedby
theINSTAL89 program. DefaultisFALSE.)
=0 (default)Do notexecuteINSTAL89.
=1 Execute INSTAL89 program.
Scalefactoron the inletcapturearea. (Defaultis1.0).
=T Perform simplified installation effects for spillage and lip drag. (Not to be
confused with spillage or lip drag calculated by the INSTAL89 program.)
=F (default) No spillage or lip drag calculations.
Amount of design spillage when INLTDS=T. (Fraction of inlet airflow that is
spilled to total amount of airflow captured. Default is 0.0).
This is all of the data that is read on the global Namelist read. Note that comments may
be included anywhere within the Namelist data. These comments must be preceded by a/* and
followed by a */. (An example of using this option is given in Section 12.1.) If the ICEC option is
used, the chemical equilibrium inputs follow the global Namelist read. Refer to Section 10.4 as
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well as reference 4 for complete details on how to set up an input file using the ICEC option.
TABLES=T, the code will go to Unit 12 and read in the maps file. See Sect/on 10.3 for a
description of the format for inputting maps.
10.2 COMPONENT KONFIG AND SPY.C I_ AND DATOL_P OLVITUTS.
After the code reads the global Nalp.elist inputs, it knows how many modes are to be
read. The code reads in the configuration data (KONFIG array) and specifications (SPEC
array) for all of these modes. A/_r NMODES number of Namelist data have been read, the
program will execute the MODESN as the design point. For all component types except
variable control components, the data arrays are read in the following form:
KONFIG(1,N)='NAME'_M 1_VI2_IP 1,JP2, SPEC(I_N)=V1,V2,V3...V15
If
where N is the component number and NAME identifies the type of component. The values for
NAME, JM1, JM2, JP1, JP2, and the values in the SPEC array are defined in the following
sections describing each component. The format is the same as that listed above for variable
control components except that the SPCNTL array is used at design point to read in the data.
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KONFIG(I,N)
KONFIG(2,N)
KONFIG(3,N)
KONFIG(4,N)
KONFIG(5_, T)
SPEC(I,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(II,N)
SPEC(12,N)
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
SPEC(15,N)
DATOUT(1,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
'INLT'or4HIIV.LTor1
Main upstream flowstationnumber (JM1).
0
Main downstream flowstationnumber (JP1).
0
Inletmass flow,Ib/sec.
Free streamtemperature,°R. (Only used ifSPEC(9,N) orALTP<0.)
Free streamstaticpressure,Ib/in2.(Only used ifSPEC(9_N) orALTP<0.)
Inletadditionaldrag dividedby dynamic pressureortablereferencenumber -
ifblank,additionaldr_giszero Table = F(x,y)where x = Mach number, y =
inletexitreferredflow,w_/P.
Mach number atinlet.If._ACH isinputitwilloverrideSPEC(5,N).
Inletrecovery,constantortablereferencenumber. IfETAR isinputitwill
overrideSPEC(6,N).
=0 Mil Spec isused.
Mil Spec is: forMach _<1 Recovery = 1.0
forMach > 1 Recovery = 1 -0.075(Mach -1)1-35.
Table = F(x,y)where x = inletexitcorrectedweightflow,(wN/-e/_),y = Mach
number.
Maximum permittedflowintable(ifSPEC(6,N)= tablereferencenumber).
W_"e/Smap
Scale factor on corrected weight flow - w_/-e/Sactua1 used to read inlet recovery
table. (If SPEC(6,N)= table reference number.)
Geometric altitude, feet. IfALTP is input it will override SPEC(9,N).
Blank
If nonzero, SPEC(9,N) is geopotential altitude.
AT to be added to inlet entrance temperature from internal 1962 ARDC
atmosphere table. Atmosphere table is used if altitude is input.
Blank
Correctedflowatinletexit.(ThisinputwilloverrideSPEC(1,N) and
SPEC(15,N).)
Correctedflowatinletentrance.(ThisinputwilloverrideSPEC(1,N).)
Inletram dragfrom tableorcomputed,lb.
Free stream velocity,ft/sec.
Free stream velocity,knots.
Ram temperatureratio.
Ram pressureratio.
4
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DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,ND
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOU_9,N)
Free stream Math number.
Inlet recovery, ratio of exit total pressure to ram pressure.
Inletexit temper_ure
Corrected exit temperature, 5xs_7
Altitude, ft.
Inlet usage notes:
VariablesMACH, ALTP, and ETAR, ifinput,willreplaceSPECs 5,9,and 6,
respectively,foreachildetin an enginecycle.
Ifa variablecontrolisused tovaryaltitude,SPEC(9,ND, itisprudent toinput avalue
forSPEC(2,N). V_nen the altitudeisgreaterthan 0,the program setsSPEC(3,N)=ambient
pressure,and SPEC(2,ND isignored.Ifthe altitudebecomes lessthan 0,the program usesthe
valuein SPECs 2 and 3 forfreestream temperatureand pressure.IfSPEC(2,N) isleftblank,
and thealtitudebecomes lessthan 0,the program willfail.
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10.2.2 Duct or Burner
KONFIG(1,N)
KONFIG(2,N)
KONFIG(3,N)
KONFIC_4_N)
KONFIC_5,N)
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(II,N)
'DUCT or 4HDUCT or 2
Main upstream flow station number (JM1).
Secondary upstream flow station (JM2). Used only if duct is used as a passage
(no burning).
Main downstream flow station number (JP1).
Secondary downstream flow station (JP2). Used only if duct is used as a
passage (no burning).
AP/P,totalpressuredrop ortablereferencenumber. Thisvalueisinaddition
tothe optionalRayleightotalpressuredropcalculatedby theprogram (see
SPEC(2,N). Table= F(x) where x = burnerentrancecorrectedweightflow,
w4-e/8 .p
Design ductentranceMach number (optional).Thisisused atthe designpoint
tocalculatethe cross-sectionalreaofthe ductorburner (savedinSPEC(7,N)).
Thisareawillbe used tocalculatethe Rayleigbtotalpressuredrup from
heating.
Additionaltotalpressuredrop dividedby burner inletreferredflowsquared.
< 0 Desired exit fuel-to-air ratio
= 0 Duct only
> 0 Desired exit temperatu.'e, °R
Burner efficiency, ratio of actual heat of combustion to ideal heat of
combustion, or table reference number (0 if duct). Table = F(x,y) where x =
burner entrance referred flow, w_/P, y = fuel-to-air ratio
Fuel heating value or table reference number, 0 if not burning. (18300 is
typical for JP fuel.) - BTU/lb. Table = F(x,y) where x -_ burner exit
temperature (SPEC(4,N)), y = burner entrance pressure.
Cross-sectional area of duct or burner, in 2. Calculated at design point if
SPEC(2,N)>0. This area is used to determine duct or burner inlet Mach
number. In burners this will also be used to determine Rayleigh pressure
drop.
Ratio of entrance bleed flow to total flow available (duct only).
rhjp2
Ratio of exit bleed flow to total flow available (duct only), (_j_. + _dP1) "
Fraction of air not heated (bypassed around combustor portion of burner, but
will be added back before exiting the duct).
(Only valid if ICEC=I)
=0
ifSPEC(4,N) > 0 Find fuel-to-air ratio to get desired temperature on fuel-lean
side
if SPEC(4,N < 0) Calculate temperature with input fuel-to-air ratio.
=1 Find stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio. If entrance fuel-to-air ratio is less
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SPEC(12,N)
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
SPEC(15,N)
than thisvalue,add enough fueltoraisethe fuel-to-airratiotothe
stoichiometricvalue,otherwise,writeerrormessage tooutputand exitburner.
=2 Find fuel-to-airratiotoreachdesiredtemperature,but on the fuel-rich
side.
=0 No emissioncalculations.
=1 Calculateemissionsindexusinga simplifiedempiricalcorrelationbased on
burner entrancepressureand entranceand exittemperatures.The emissions
indexisgivenas grams ofoxidesofnitrogenproduced perkilogram offuel.
Emissions Index = 0.007097S * T4* *exp [ s45. J' where Ps = burner
entrance pressure, T s = burner entrance temperature, alJd T4 = burner exit
temperature.
=0 Burner will not reset SPEC(4,N).
>0 if SPEC(4,N) <TjM 1, set SPEC(4,N) =TjM 1 + 1.
Blank
Blank
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
AP/P,totalpressuredropfrom Rayleighcalculation(ifSPEC(2,N) or
SPEC(7,N) was specifiedatdesignpoint).
AP/P,totall_ressuredrop specifiedby SPEC(1,N) + SPEC(3,N).
DesignductentranceMach number, equal toSPEC(2,N).
Ratiooffuelmass flowtoductinletmass flow.
Duct cross-sectionalrea,in2.
Fuel mass flow,Ib/hour.
Duct entranceMach number (ifSPEC(2,N)orSPEC(7,N) isspecifiedat design
point).
Burner efficiency(equaltoSPEC(5,N) ifICEC=0, 0 ifnu burning,I ifburning
and ICEC=I).
Burner outlettemperaturebeforefractionofairnotheated(SPEC(10,N) is
added back totheburnerflow,°R.
Duct or burner usage notes:
When using the duct to bypass flow, the program does not account for the pressure
differences from an entering bypass stream and the main stream. This means that the bypass
stream's pressure is only used to calculate its enthalpy, total enthalpy will be conserved, but the
mixed stream will be at the main stream's pressure.
The duct or burner component can calculate the Mach number and static conditions for
the incoming flow ifa Mach number (at design.point only) or a cross-sectional area is input.
Previously, this component would only calculate static conditions if combustion occurred. The
static pressure and Mach number for both the main upstream and downstream flows are
included in the station property output.
SPEC(13,N) should be used when a variable control varies the burner temperature.
SPEC(13,N) will keep the burner temperature from dropping below the burner entrance
45
temperature.
This situation could cause convergence problems with the program.
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10.9..3 Gas Generator (only used when ICEC=I)
INPUT
KONFIG(1,N)
KONFIG(2,N)
KOWFIG{3,N)
KONFIG(4,N)
KONFIG(5,N)
'GGEN' or 4HGGEN or 3
Main upstream flow station number (JM1).
0
Main downstream flow station number (JP1).
0
I
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3 N)
SPEC(4 N)
SPEC(5 N)
SPEC(6 N)
SPEC(7 N)
SPEC(8 N)-
through-
SPEC(15,N)
Exittemperatureoffuelorfueland oxidizerstream,°R.
Fuel tooxidizermass ratio(default= 0.3).Sincethe fuel-to-oxidizermass ratio
isdoublevaluedwithrespecttocombustiontemperature,an initialguess is
necessary.
Gas generatorpressure,psia(defaultispressureatJM1).
Fuelmass flowrate,lh/s.
Oxidant mass flowrate,lh/s.
Fractionoffuelnotincludedinenginefuelconsumption calculations.
Fractionofoxidizernot includedinenginefuelconsumption calculations.
Blank
OUTPUT
DATOUT(I,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
Gas generatorexittemperature,°R.
Assigned gas generatorfuel-to-oxidantmass ratio.
Gas generatorpressure,psia.
Gas generatorfuelmass flow,lh/s.
Gas generatoroxidantmass flow,Ib/s.
Totalfueland oxidizermass flowincludedinenginefuelconsumption
calculations,lb/hr.
Calculatedfuel.to-oxidantmass ratio.
Totalpropellantmass flow,Ib/hr.
Totalfueland oxidizermass flownot includedinenginefuelconsumption
calculations,Ib/hr.
Gas generator usage notes:
The gas generatorcomponent ismodeled as a burnerforwhich theusercan specifythe
actualamount offuel(and oxidizer)added intoa gas stream oras a rocketinjectorand
combustion chamber sendingitsexhaustintoan engine.The usercan use itto:
1) Add a certain amount of a fuel or a fuel and oxidizer stream to an incoming
flow,
2) Add a fuel stream at a certain temperature into an engine, or
3)Mix specifiedfuelandoxidizerstreamstogetherfor a desired temperature or
mixture ratio (like a rocket injector and combustion chamber) into the user's
engine.
The incoming flow stream determines the gas generator's pressure. If an incoming
stream does not exist the user must input the pressure. The user specifies in the FARRAY
array which reactants and their relative amounts the program will use as the fuel. If there ;._
also an oxidizer, the user must specify the reactants and their relative amounts in the OARRAY
array. A discussion and example using a gas generator is included in Section 10.4.2. The gas
generator must have at least a FARRAY array to operate; an OARRAY is optional depending on
the option specified by the user.
Gas generators are commonly added to a cycle by using a splitter, with the bypass
stream as the gas generator input stream. To model a rocket, flow the user must specify a zero
bypass on the splitter and exhaust the gas generator flow into a nozzle.
There are five input combinations depending on the input information the user supplies:
Input Combination 1:
User suppliesFARRAY, OARRAY, temperature,a startingguessforthefuel-to-oxidant
ratio(seeSPEC(2,N)),and a flowrateforeitherfueloroxidizer.The routinewill
calculatethe fueltooxidantmass ratiorequiredtogetthedesiredtemperature.
Input Combination 2:
User suppliesFARRAY, OARRAY, no temperature(or0),and eithera fueltooxidant
mass ratioand a flowrateforthefueloroxidizer;or no fueltooxidantmass ratioand
b_th theflowratesforthefueland oxidizer.The routinecombines the fueland oxidizer
in the specifiedamounts and calculatesthe exittemperature.
Input Combination 3:
User supplies FARRAY, no OARRAY, temperature, and a flow rate for the fuel (with no
OARRAY given, the routine ignores any fuel to air ratio or oxidizer flow rate input).
The routine then calculates the fuers thermodynamic properties at the specified
temperature and pressure.
Input Combination 4:
User supplies same information as Input Combination 2, except there is incoming flow.
The user must input an oxidizer flow rate if one is desired (fuel to oxidizer mass ratio is
ignored). The routine then adds the specified amount,_ of fuel and oxidizer to the
incoming flow and calculates the mixture's thermodynamic properties.
Input Combination 5:
User supplies same information as Input Combination 3, except there is incoming flow.
The routine then adds the specified amount of fuel, at the specified temperature, to the
incoming flow and calculates the mixture's thermodynamic properties.
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10.2.4 Water Iniector (only used when ICEC=0)
KONFIG(1,N)
KONFIG(2,N)
KONFIG(3,N)
KONFIG(4,N)
KONFIG(5,N)
WVIN,r or 4HWlNJ or 3
Main upstream flow station number (JM1).
0
Main downstream flow station number (JP1).
0
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)-
through-
SPEC(15,N)
Water-to-air mass flow ratio (maximum value is 0.10).
Fraction of water vaporized.
AP/P, total pressure drop.
Saturation switch: If0, use SPEC(1,N); if 1, saturate.
Blank
OUTPUT
DATOUT(1,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
Actual water-to-air mass flow ratio.
Input value of fraction of water vaporized.
Saturation value of water-air mixture.
Actual fraction of water vaporized.
AT, change in temperature (°R).
Water mass flow rate 0bm/hr).
AP/P, total pressure drop.
Blank
Blank
Water injectorusage notes:
To turn on the water injector,SPEC(I,N) must be nonzero. The inputvalueof
SPEC(1,N) willbe used unlessSPEC(4,N) isequaltounityinwhich caseSPEC(1,N) willbe
over-riddenby the saturationvalue.The saturationvalueiscomputed internallyand islimited
toa 0.10water-to-airmass ratio.
To turn offthe water injector, set SPEC(1,N) to zero. Even though SPEC(4_N) may be
equal to unity (i.e., saturation), no water will be injected.
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10.2.5 Fan or Comoressor
KONFIC_I_N)
KONFIG(2,N)
KONFIC_3_N)
KONFIG(4_N)
KONFIG(5,N)
'COMF or 4HCOMP or 4
Main upstream flow station number (JM1).
0
Main downstream flow station number (JP1).
Bleed flow station for the compressor (JP2).
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(ll,N)
SPEC(12,N)
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
SPEC(15,N)
R value used to read compressor map tables.
Ratio of compressor bleed flow to total flow into compressor.
n/_t'6,,_°l
Scalefactoron correctedspeed = N_ma p (usuallyinputas 1).
Correctedweightflow(w_f'e/s)ortablereferencenumber. Table = F(x,y,z)
where x = R value,y = correctedspeed(NAfe),z = 3rd dimensionalargument
value.
W_Sactual
Scale factor on corrected weight flow - wN/-o/_map (usually input as 1).
Compressor adiabatic efficiency or table reference number. Table = F(x,y,z)
where x = R value, y = corrected speed (N/_fo), Z = 3rd dimensional argument
value.
Scale factor on compressor efficiency - rlactusl/llmap (usually input as 1).
Compressor pressure ratio or table reference number. Table = F(x,y,z) where
x = R value, y = corrected speed (N/xFe), z = 3rd dimensional argument value.
PRactual-1
Scale factor on pressure retio = _.,msp.i' (usually input as 1).
3rd dimensional argument value used to read compressor map tables.
Fractional bleed horsepower lo.',s due to interstage bleed.
Desired adiabatic efficiency at specified R and N/,_ at design point. (Used to
determinemap scalefactorforcompressorefficiency.)
Desiredpressureratioat specifiedR and N/_F_atdesignpoint.(Used to
determinemap scalefactorforcompressorpressureratio.)
Correctedspeed(NAfe)at designpointon maps.
Blank
OUTPUT
DATOUT(1,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
Power required by compressor (negative), hp.
Angular velocity of the compressor, rpm.
3rd dimensional argument value used for compressor map tables.
R value used for compressor map tables.
fWc°rr/We°rrsen_ 1Surge margin (percent) = ( pa/pamrp - 1 x 1oo.
.2
5O
WDATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(S,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
Corrected speed (_T/_) used for compressor map tables.
Scale factor on corrected weight flow, (w_'e/s).
Compressor efficiency.
Compressor pressure ratio.
Fan or compressor usage notes:
The format for the compressor map tables are included in Section 10.3. The program
has the capability to plot the scaled component maps and the actual operating points on these
maps. This capability is described in reference 6.
If performance maps are used, a variable control is required for offdesign operation of
the program to drive the flow error on the incoming gas stream to zero.
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INPUT
KONFIC_I,N)
KONPIC:_2,N)
KONFIC_3,N)
KONFIC_4,N)
KONPIC.K5,N)
SPEC(I,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(II,N)
SPEC(12,N)
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
SPEC(15,N)
ou Ptrr
DATOUT(1,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
'TURB' or4HTURB or5
Main upstream flowstationnumber (JM1).
Bleedflowstation(JM2) (Matches bleedflowst,ationforthe corresponding
compressor).
Main downstream flowstationumber (JP1).
0
Pressureratioused toreadturbinemap tables.
Ratiooftotalbleedintoturbinetototalbleedavailable.
Scalefactoron correctedspeed = N/_F_map (usuallyinputas 1).
Correctedweightflow(w_e/s)ortablereferencenumber.
Table = F(x,y,z)where x = pressureratio,y = correctedspeed (N/_fe),
z = 3rd dimensionalargument value.
Scale factor on corrected weight flow - w_--e/snmp (ustmlly input as 1).
Turbine adiabatic efficiency or table reference number. Table = F(x,y,z) where
x = pressure ratio, y = corrected speed (R/_fe}, z = 3rd dimensional argument
value.
Scale factor on turbine efficiency - ll_tua_qnmp (usually input as 1).
PRg_uarl
Scale factor on turbine pressure ratio - pRnmp.1 (usually input as 1).
Ratio of turbine bleed flow injected at the turbine entrance to the total bleed
flow into this turbine. The remainder of the bleed flow into the turbine will be
added at the turbine exit.
3rd dimensional argument value used to read turbine map tables.
Desired adiabatic efficiency at design point.
N/_fe at design point on maps.
Design point turbine horsepower split (usually set equal to 1). For multiple
turbines on one shaft, what fraction of the total shaft work required this
turbine must produce.
Cooling type code (only used if CALBLD=T, see next page for code definitions).
Number of turbine stages (only used if CALBLDf-T, see next page).
Power produced by the turbine (positive), hp.
Angular velocity of the turbine, rpm.
3rd dimensional argument value ased for turbine map tables.
Turbine pressure ratio used for turbine map tables.
Scale factor on corrected speed, 1_.
--#1
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DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
Correctedspeed (R/_'e)used forturbinemap tables.
Scalefactoron correctedweightfloww_f'e/8.
Turbine efficiency.
Turbineoverallpressureratio.
Turbine usage notes:
The formatforthe turbinemap tablesare includedinSection10.3.The program has
the capabilitytoplotthe scaledcomponent maps and theactualoperatingpointson thesemaps.
This capabilityisdescribedinreference6.
Ifperformancemaps are used,a variablecontrolisrequiredforoffdesignoperationof
the program todrivetheflowerroron theincoming gas stream tozero.
Turbine cooling bleed usage notes:
CALBLD is set to T when bleed requirements are to be determined. See reference 9 for
a complete discussion of the turbine cooling analysis. A control must be set to vary SPEC(2,N)
of the compressor in which the bleed is being removed to drive PERF(15) to zero. Other controls
may be turned on as required.
SPEC(14,N) of the turbine is set to indicate the type of cooling row by row. The default
value is 88 (one stator row and one rotor row with full film cooling). See Table 6 for the
definitions of cooling types.
SPEC(15_I) oftheturbineisthe number ofturbinestagesand isused onlyinsizing
bleedrequirements.DefaultisI stage.
ELIFE = Desiredenginelife.Defaultis10000 hrs.
NEWEFF = Calculatenew turbineefficiencydue tocooling.DefaultisF.
TMBLAD = Actualdesiredblademetal temperature,°R. Defaultisa functionofYEARB.
TMVANE = Actualdesiredvane metal temperature,°R. DefaultisafunctionofYEARV.
YEARB = Rotorbladefirstyearofservice.Used todeterminebladetemperature Defaultis
1990.
YEARV = Statorvane firstyear ofservice.Used todeterminevane temperature. Defaultis
1990.
For all other cases after sizing the bleed, the user normally sets SPEC(9,N) of the bleed
control to zero and CALBLD=F.
j
q
Cooling
Code Definition
Uncooled
Convection
Convectionwithcoating
Advanced Convection
FilmwithConvection
FilmwithConvection
FilmwithC_nvection
TranspirationwithConvection
Fullcoverfilm
Transpiration
Table 6. CoolingType Definitions.
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10.2.7Heat Exchanger
KONFIG(I,N)
KONFIG(2,N)
KONFIG(3,N)
KONFIG(4,N)
KONFIG(5,N)
'HTEX' or4HHTEX or6
Upstream flowstationumber forthe flowstream beingheated(JM1).
Upstream flowstationnumber fortheflowstreambeing cooled(JM2).
Downstream flowstationumber forthe flowstream beingheated(JP1).
Downstream flowstationnumber fortheflowstreambeing cooled(JP2).
SPEC(I,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
AP/P ortablereferencenumber forheatedflowstream (JM1).
Table - F(x) where x = ReferredflowofJM1 stream,w_/P.
AP/P ortablereferencenumber forcooledflowstream (JM2).
Table = F(x) where x = ReferredflowofJM2 stream,w_/P.
Guess valuefortemperatureriseofmain stream(JM1),°R.
Heat exchangereffectiveness(ratiofactualthermalenergy transfertoideal
thermal energytransfer)ortablereferencenumber.
Table = F(x,y)where x = weightflowofthe streambeingheated,WjMI, y =
WjM2
weightflowratioofthe stream beingheated tothe stream beingcooled,WjMI.
Scalefactoron heat exchangereffectiveness.
SPECs 6 through
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(I1,N)
SPEC(12,N)
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
SPEC(15,N)
13 areonlyactiveifICEC---1(seeHeat exchangerusage notes).
Specificenthalpyforheatedflowstream (JMI),BTU/Ib.
Ratioofspecificheals(gamma) forheatedflowstream (JM1).
Gas constant(R)forheatedflowstream(JM1),BTU/Ib-°R.
Specificenthalpyforcooledflowstream (JM2),BTUflb.
Ratioofspecificheats(gamma) forcooledflowstream (JM2).
Gas constant(R)forcooledflowstream (JM2),BTU/Ib-°R.
Temperature forheatedflowstream (JM1),°R.
Temperature forcooledflowstream (JM2),°R.
Blank
Blank
DATOUT(I N)
DATOUT(2 N)
DATOUT(3 N)
DATOUT(4 N)
DATOUT(5 N)
DATOUT(6 N)
AP/P,totalpressurelossforheatedflowstream(JM1),equaltoSPEC(1,N).
AP/P, totalpressurelossforcooledflowstream (JM2),equaltoSPEC(2,N).
Blank
Heat exchanger effectiveness,equaltoSPEC(4,N).
Scalefactoron effectiveness,equaltoSPEC(5,N).
Calculatedtemperatureriseofheatedflowstream(JM1),°R.
.o_
t
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DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
Temperature rise of heated stream divided by the difference between the
tTjp1-TjM1)
entrance temperatures of the heated and cooled streams. (TjM1.TjM2) .
Temperature rise difference, ((guess vsOueYcalculated value)-1).
Calculated temperature rise of cooled stream (JM2),°P_
Heat exchanger usage notes:
At design point, there must be a control to vary either the estimate for the heat
exchanger effectiveness or the temperature rise of the main stream such that these two SPECs
are consistent, (DA_)UT(8,N)=0). This is used to "design" the heat exchanger. Usually the
other controls ,re turned off, so as not to change other cycle parameters while designing the
heat exchanger. For off-design points, this control is turned off.
Tb :heated and cooled streams can be reversed without reconfiguring the engine by
inputting a negative temperature rise (SPEC(3,N) < 0 ).
SPECs 6 through 13 have been added to override the calling of the CEC routines to get
thermodynamic properties for one or both of the upstream flows (either JM1 or JM2 stream).
This feature is useful if the upstream conditions for one or both streams are outside the range of
the CEC routines. This allows the user to input the thermodynamic properties for that stream.
The CEC callsare overriddenforthe JMI (main stream)ifSPEC(7,N) > 0. The C_.C callsare
overriddenforthe JM2 (secondarystream)ifSPEC(10,N) > 0.
10.2.8 Flow Solitter
KONFIG(I,N)
KONFIG(2_N)
KONFIG(3_N)
KONFIG(4_N)
KONFIG(5eN)
'SPL_" or 4HSPLT or 7
Main upstream flow station number (JM1).
0
Main downstream flow station number of the split flow (JPI).
Secondary downstream flow station number of the split flow (JP2).
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)-
through-
SPEC(15,N)
Bypass ratio, ratio of secondary downstream mass flow to main downstream
dajp2
mass flow, _hjP1
AP/P of the main flow stream (JP1).
AP/P of the secondary (bypass) flow stream (JP2).
Blank
DATOUT(1,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
DATOUT(6,N)-
through -
DATOUT(9,N)
Bypass ratio, ratio of secondary downstream mass flow to main downstream
d_jp2
mass flow, _.
dajp1
AP/P in the main flow stream (JP1).
AP/P in the secondary (bypass) flow stream (JP2).
Total weight flow of primary stream (JM1), lh/s.
Sum of weight flows of reactants of primary stream (JM1), lh/s.
Blank
@
Flow splitter u_age notes:
Each splitter bypass stream must eventually end in a nozzle or mixer. If such is not the
case, use a DUCT instead of a splitter, setting SPEC(9,N) of the DUCT to the desired bypass
ratio. The program also follows the secondary (bypass) stream through other components (if
any) and keeps track of the bypass stream's pressure (as opposed to how the program handles
bypass streams from DUCT_ This is discussed irLSection 5.1.2.
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I0.2.9Mixer orEiector
nVPUT
KONFIG(I.N)
KONFIG(2J4)
KONFIG(3,N)
KONFIG{4_N)
KONFIG(5_N)
_IXR' or 4HMIXR or 8
Main upstream flow station number (JM1) if SPEC(7,N) = 0.
Ejector secondary flow stream if SPEC(7,N) > 0.
Secondary upstream flow station number (JM2) if SPEC(7,N) = 0.
Ejector primary flow stream if SPEC(7,N) > 0.
Main downstream flow station number (JP1).
0
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(ll,N)
SPEC(12,N)
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
Mixer inlet area of JM1 stream, in 2. Calculated at design point using
SPEC(3,N) and design point operating conditions.
Mixer inlet area of JM2 stream, in 2. Calculated at design point using
SPEC(3,N) and design point operating conditions.
(Required at design point to determine mixer inlet areas.)
< 1 Mach number of JM1 stream at design point.
> 1 Total to static pressure ratio of JM1 stream at design point.
If SPEC(4,N) >0 momentum coefficient for mixer exit stream (JP1); ignore
SPEC(13_T) and SPEC(14,N).
=0 Independent mixer inlet areas.
=1 Total mixer inlet area is held constant, any change in the secondary (JM2)
area has a corresponding change in the primary (JM1) area.
=0 Inactive.
=1 (Active at design point only). SPEC(3,N) will be the minimum total to
static pressure ratio or minimum Math number of the stream that has the
lowest total pressure (either JM1 or JM2).
=0 Mixer will mix two subsonic streams.
=1 Supersonic mixer. At design point, expand the JM2 stream to the same
static pressure as the JM1 stream. Off-design, do the same calculation as
SPEC(7_N) = 2.
=2 Do ejector calculation (JM2 stream is supersonic). (See mixer usage
notes.)
= 0 Subsonic solution to mixing equations.
= 1 Supersonic solution to mixing equations.
If SPEC(7,N) > 0, des_,n point ejector primary (JM2 stream) Mach number
(typically eround 1.5 to 3), otherwise blank.
Mtmrexit area
Mixer area ratio = Total_ inlet area"
Injection angle (degrees) for
JM1 ifSPEC(7,N) = 0,
JM2 if SPEC(7,N) • 0.
(Default is 0.0)
Factor used to check for over-expansion in ejector stream (JM2) if SPEC(7_N) •
0. (See Mixer usage notes. Default is 0.33).
IfSPEC(4,N') $ 0 Momentum coefficient for JM1 stream, otherwise blank.
IfSPEC,(4,N) < 0 Momentum coefficient for JM2 stream, otherwise blank.
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SPEC(15,N) Leave blank.
olrrPI 
DATOUT(1,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DA'IOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
Main stream flow area, (JM1 stream), in s.
Secondary stream flow area, (JM2 st_'eam), in 2.
Total to static pressure ratio of JM1 stream.
Total to static pressure ratio of JM2 stream.
Velocity of JM1 stream, R/s.
Velocity of JM2 stream, ft/s.
Exit mixed flow velocity, frYs.
Static pressure difference between the JM1 and JM2 streams divided by the
average static pressure.
DATOUT(9,N) Exit area/total inlet area.
Mixer usage notes:
A new, improved mixer routine has been put into NNEP89. The current mixer selves
the equations ofmase, momentum, and energy. The current mixer will increase the exit area, if
necessary, to have a valid solution to the mixing equations. Mathematically, the mixer inlet
streams do not have to be a_ the same static pressure to have a valid mixed solution unlike the
original NNEP mixer subroutine. The original mixer subroutine assumed a constant static
pressure for all mixer entrance and exit streams, unless the ejector option was used.
Tile original velocity coefficient term has been replaced with more realistic momentum
coefficient terms. These terms are used in the conservation of momentum equation. A velocity
coefficient term is only applied to a flow stream's velocity contribution to momentum. The
current momentum terms are applied to a flow stream's velocity and pressure contribution.
The current mizer also includes the exit static pressure and Mach number in the station
property printout for all gas streams. If the current mixer has to increase the mixer exit area to
get a valid solution to the mixing equations, a warning message will be included in the output.
If SPEC(7,N) > 0, the mixer will do ejector calculations. The ejector primary (JM2)
throat area will be determined from the desigli point conditions. The JM2 stream's Mach
number is input at design point and determines its exit-to-throat area ratio (like s C-D nozzle).
Off design, the throat area and area ratio, with its inlet total conditions will determine the
ejector primary's mass flow and inlet static conditions. Any time the ejector primary static
pressure (JM2) is less than SPEC(12_N)*ejector secondary static pressure (JM1), the mixer
subroutine assumes that the ejector primary flow (JM2) separates. A message warning of this
condition will be included in the output. The subroutine then recalculates the ejector primary
stream's static conditions such that its static pressure is equal to the ejector secondary stream's
(JM1) static pressure. The ejector primary velocity and flow area consistent with its new static
pressure will be used for the remainder of that ejector calculation.
19AJJLN . 
KONFIG(I_N)
KONFIG(2_I)
KONFIG(3_N)
KONFIG(4_N)
KONFIG(5,N)
'NOZZ or 4HNOZZ or 9
Main upstream flow station number (JM1).
0
Main downstream flow station number (JP1).
0
SPEC(I,N)
SPEC(2,ND
SPEC(Z,N)
SPEC(4 ,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(ll,N)
Flow area, inZ; exit for convergent, throat for C-D nozzles. _ne flow area is
calculated at the design point based on present cycle conditions.
Flow or discharge coefficient (CD) or table reference number.
Table = F(x) where x = nozzle overall pressure ratio.
Nozzle exit static pressure, psia. (Default is ambient pressure).
Ambient static pressure, psia. If 0, see SPEC(9,N).
Velocity coefficient (Cv) or table reference number. Table = F(x,y)
where x = Noule entrance total pressure Nozzle exit area
Nozzle thnmt gatie prmsure , Y = Nozzle throat area •
Geometry Switch:
=0 Convergent nozzle.
=1 Type 1 C-D nozzle. Perfect expansion to ambient static pressure for all
cases. IfSPEC(3,N) > 0, then perfect expansion to SPEC(3,N).
=2 Type 2 C-D nozzl_.. Nozzle exit to throat area ratio is calculated at design.
That calculated area ratio is then used for subsequent off-design cases (unless
redefined by changing SPEC(8,N)).
=3 Type 3 C-D nozzle. Nozzle exit to throat area ratio is supplied by user (see
SPEC(8,N)). If this area ratio is less than unity errors will occur.
Nozzle variable area switch:
=0 Fix the area to the input value specii_.ed by SPEC(1,N) at off-design.
=1 Vary the throat area for C-D nozzles or exit area for convergent nozzles to
match the area required to pass all the flow entering the nozzle.
Nozzle exit to throat area rrtio. Used at design point and off-design for Type 3
nozzles. Also calculated ft,r Types 1 and 2 nozzles at design point, but only
Type 2 nozzles will use this _._roff_tesign nozzle calculations. It will be ignored
for Type 1 nozzles.
If SPEC(4,N) = 0, set SPEC(9,N) to the component number of the inlet. If
SPEC(4,_/) and SPEC(9,N) are less than or equal to 0, the program will use
SPEC(3,1) (the free stream static pressure of inlet 1) for the nozzle ambient
static pressure.
C-D (nozzle Types 1, 2, or 3) exit divergence half angle for divergence loss
calculations (deg). This angle may be the exit angle of the shroud, the plug (if
any), or beth the shroud and plug, depending on the nozzle type switch for
divergence loss calculations (see SPEC(12_N). Blank if no divergence loss
calculation is d_sired.
C-D nozzle axial divergent length for divorgence loss calculations, in. When
supplied, the divergence half angle (SPEC(10,N)) is calculated from the known
throat and exit areas. This angle will take precedence ,_ver any ar_le specified
in 8PEC(10,N). Blank if no divergence loss calculation is desired.
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SPEC(12,N)
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
SPEC(15,N)
Geometry (nozzle type) switch for C-D nozzle divergence loss calculations:
=0 (default) disables divergence calculations, divergence loss coefficient set to
unity.
=1 Axisymmetric C-D nozzle.
=2 2-D exit C-D nozzle.
=3 Axisymmetric plug C-D nozzle with equal wall exit half angles on plug and
shroud.
=4 2-D exit plug C-D nozzle vath equal wall exit half angles on plug and
shroud.
=5 Axisymmetric plug C-D nozzle with cylindrical (non-divergent) shroud.
=6 2-D exit plug (wedge) C-D nozzle with parallel (non-divergent) shroud
walls.
Blank
Blank
Blank
DATOUT(1,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
Gross jet thrust, lb.
Actual jet velocity, _s.
Total to static pressure ratio at throat.
Nozzle exit area, in 2.
Nozzle throat area, in 2.
Flow or discharge coefficient, CD.
Velocity coefficier, t, Cv.
Critical pressure ratio at throat.
Overall nozzle pressure ratio: nozzle entrance total to exit s_atic.
Nozzle usage notes:
The only method that the original version of NNEP used for converging-diverging nozzle
analysis was to "float" or "rubberize" the nozzle exit area such that the flow was fully expanded
to ambient static conditions. This method yields the maximum thrust, but it also implies a
variable geometry nozzle. The current nozzle routine is modified to handle fixed area ratio C-D
nozzles. When the exit to throat area ratio is fixed, the nozzle will yield maximum thrust only
at its design pressure ratio. If a fixed area ratio nozzle is operating at a pressure ratio less than
or greater than its design point pressure ratio, the nozzle is said to be overexpanded or
underexpanded, respectively. Due to the unequal exit static and ambient pressures, a pressure
thrust or a pressure drag term must be included in the gross thrust calculations. No separation
criteria are applied for overexpanded nozzles; hence, the pressure drag term applied may be
unusually large for these cases.
Another new option for the nozzle component is SPEC(3,N) - the nozzle exit static
pressure. The user can now specify this pressure. The nozzle will expand the nozzle flow to the
desired star ic pressure, regardless of whether the flow is overexpanded or underexpanded. Note
that losses due to expansion to other than ambient conditions are categorized as thermodynamic
losses. As always, any losses due to viscous effects must be accounted for by furnishing velocity
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coefficients and/or discharge coefficients. These loss coefficients are only applied to the
momentum thrust calculations.
The fixed area ratio calculations are,invoked only when certain inputs are specified.
Thus input files written for earlier versions of NNEP will produce the same results as before.
The two methods for fixing the nozzle exit to throat area ratio are:
o Set SPEC(6._4) = 2 (a '_l_ype 2" C-D nozzle). For Type 2 C-D nozzles, the nozzle exit to
throat area ratio required for perfect expansion is calculated at the design point.
q_at area ratio is stored in SPEC(8_) and is used for all subsequent off-design cases.
Unless, of course, the user specifies a control to vary the area ratio or inputs a new
area ratio in SPEC(8,N).
Note: the user, while exercising caution, may at any time "redesign" a Type 2 C-D
nozzle by setting IDONE(N) = 0 or by setting SPEC(6.N) = I for that case and then
resetting SPEC(6,N) = 2.
. Set SPF, C(6_) = 3 (a "Type 3" C-D nozzle). For Type 3 C-D nozzles, the user specifies
the desired area ratio by supplying a value in or putting a control on DATINP(8,N).
The area ratio in DATINP(8,N) is used exclusively in all nozzle thrust calculations.
-1
"t
Another addition to the nozzle routine is the ability to apply divergence (i.e., non-axial)
gross thrust losses to converging-diverging nozzles. This is discussed further in reference 6.
These losses are accounted for by applying an analytically derived, geometry dependent
divergence loss coefficient to the gross momentum thrust. The user is offered a choice of six
different C-D nozzle geometries (shown in Table 7) for divergence loss calculations.
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Type 1: Simple Axisymmetric Type 2: Symmetric 2-D
¢
Type 3: Axisymmetric Plug
k--L-d
Type 4: Symmetric 2-D Wedge
I
Type 5: Axisymmetric Plug -CylindricalShroud
k--L--_
Type 6: 2-D Wedge- ParallelShroud
Table 7. C-D Nozzle Geometry Types.
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10.2.11 I_ad or Propeller
i trr
KONFIG(I,N) 'LOAD' or4HLOAD or I0
KONFIG(2,N) 0
KONFIG(3,N) 0
KONFIG(4,N) 0
KONFIG5,N) 0
SPEC(I,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)-
through-
SPEC(15,N)
Horsepower (negativeforloadorpositiveforpower inputtocycle)or table
referencenumber. Tabie= F(x) where x = actualshaftrotationalspeed,rpm.
(Thrust- Flight ,Velocity)Propeller efficiency _ ShaRpower input or table reference number. Note:
loads other than propellers may be connected to shaRs; for such loads only
SPEC(1,N) is specified, all others must be blank. Table = F(x,y,z) where x =
550 SHP 7_ • Flight velocity
coefficient of power, P ns Ds , y = advance ratio, Tip speed , z = free stream
Mach number.
Propeller thrust divided by shaft horsepower for static thrust calculations
when tables are not used, Ib/HP.
Design point power loading (shaft horsepower divided by propeller diameter
squared).
Design tip speed of the propeller, ft/s.
Blank
Blank
A constant scaling factor which is multiplied by the results taken from the
propeller map. This input scales the efficiency, thrust, and coefficient of thrust
when propeller maps are specified in SPEC(2,N). SPEC(8,N) will override
SPEC(9,N) if both are input non-zero.
Desired propeller design point efficiency when using propeller maps. This
input determines a scale factor which will be applied to all subsequent off-
design cases. SPEC(8,N) will override SPEC(9,N) if both are input non-zero.
Blank
D.G2y_U 
DATOUT(I,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
Load power, hp.
Actual shaft rotational speed, rpm.
(ShsR power input" I_
Propeller thrust x Flightvelocity /, lb. (If flight velocity is zero, the equation
for propeller thrust becomes indeterminate and will be set to zero ifSPEC(3,N)
is not input or tables are not used.)
Advance ratio, g" Fll_t velocit__
Tip speed
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@DATOUT(5,N)
DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
Coefficient of power, pnSDs •
Coefficient of thrust, _ust
p nSD4"
Propeller tip speed, _s.
Propeller diameter, ft.
Adjusted propeller efficiency (using SPEC(8,N), or SPEC(9,N)).
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INPUT
KONFIG(1,N)
KONFIG(2,N)
KONFIG(3,N)
KONFIG(4,N)
KONFIG(5,N)
'SHFT or 4HSHFI' or 11
Component number (JM1) of the first component coupled to this shafa
Component number (JM2) of the second component coupled to this shaf_
Component number (J])l) of the third component coupled to this shaft.
Component number (JP2) of the fourth component coupled to this shaft.
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)-
through-
SPEC(15,N)
Actual shaft rotational speed, rpm.
Gear ratio of JM1 component, component rpm/shaft rpm.
Gear ratio of JM2 component, component rpndshaft rpm.
Gear ratio of JP1 component, component rpm/shaft rpm.
Gear ratio of JP2 component, component rpm/shaft rpm.
Mechanical efficiency of JM1 component, actual power/ideal power.
Mechanical efficiency of JM2 component, actual power/ideal power.
Mechanical efficiency of JP1 component, actual power/ideal power.
Mechanical efficiency of JP2 component, actual power/ideal power.
Blank
DATOUT(1,N)
DATOUT(2,N)
DATOUT(3,N)
DATOUT(4,N)
DATOUT(5,N)
DATOUT(6,N)
DATOUT(7,N)
DATOUT(8,N)
DATOUT(9,N)
Net shaft power, the sum of DATOUT(1,N) of all components connected to the
shaft, hp.
Actual shaft rotational speed, rpm.
Actual rotational speed of component JM1, rpm.
Actual rotational speed of component JM2, rpm.
Actual rotational speed of component JP1, rpm.
Actual rotational speed of component JP2, rpm.
Blank
Ratio of net shaft power to total power. Total power is the sum of the absolute
values of all loads on this shaft divided by two.
Blank
Shaftusage notes:
A variable control is required for off design operation of the program to drive the shaft
work error (DATOUT(8,N) ) to zero. If one shaft is to be connected to another shaft in order to
have more than 4 components on the same shaft, the user must configure the shafts using the
following rules. The lower component number shaft must be the first component (JM1) of the
higher number shaft. At least one turbine must be on the higher number shaft. The control on
horsepower balance must vary the shaft speed of the lower number shaft to drive the work error
of the higher number shaft to zero.
e
10-2.13 Variabl_ Control
_m
Since NNEP89 does not have any preset engine configurations, the user define as input
to the program any flow or work errors that the program must drive to zero. The user may also
specify that some components operate at a designated condition (such as operating compressors
at a constant surge margin). Variable controls specify to the program what independent
variables to change to get the engine model to operate in the desired manner.
KONFIG(I_N) 'CNTL' or 4HCNTL or 12
KONFIG(2,N) 0
KONFIG(3,N) 0
KONFIG(4,N) 0
KONFIG(5,N) 0
Note: Inputsforcontrolsare differentfrom thoseofothercomponents. The SPCNTL variable
isused forinput atthedesignpoint,but the SPEC variablemust be used toreadinvaluesfor
off-designcases.SPCNTL valuesdo notretaintheirpositionwhen convertedtoSPEC array
values.
The firstwo inputsdescribetheindependentvariable.
SPCNTL(1,N) The SPEC number oftheindependentvariable.
SPCNTL(2,N) The component number containingthe independentvariablebeingvaried
The nextfourinputsdescribethe dependent variable.
SPCNTL(3,N) Type ofdependent variablebeingspecified.
= 'STAP',4HSTAP, or 100 ifthe dependent variableisa stationproperty.
= 'DOUT, 4HDOUT, or 200 ifthedependent variableisa DATOUT.
= 'PERF',4HPERF, or400 ifthe dependent variableisa performanceproperty.
SPCNTLL4,N) Number thatspecifiesthe desiredstationproperty,DATOUT, orperformance
property.
SPCNTL(5,N) =Flow stationcontainingthedependent variableifitisa stationproperty.
=Component number containingthe dependent variableifitisa DATOUT.
=0 ifthe dependentvariableisa performanceproperty.
SPCNTI_6,N) Value ofthe dependent variabletobe achieved.
SPCNTL(7,N)
SPCNTL(8,N)
SPCNTL(9,N)
Tolerance of control - input as a fraction of the desired value.
= 0 Controlisturned off.
= 1 Defaultvalue of0.001isused (0.0001ifNVOPT #:0).
Minimum allowablevalueofindependentvariable-(if0,thisinputisignored).
Maximum allowablevalueofindependentvariable-(if0,thisinputisignored).
The next three inputs are used to define a variable target value which can be used in place of
SPCNTL(6,N). Otherwisetheymust be ieR blank.
SPCNTL(10,N) Type of variable being specified as a target value.
= 'STAF or 4HSTAP, or 100- if the target value is a station property.
= 'DOUT' or 4HDOUT, or 200 - if the target value is a DATOUT.
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SPCNTL(ll,N)
SPCNTL(12,N)
='DINF or4HDINP,or 300- if thetargetvalueis aSPEC.
= 'PERFor4HPERF,or400- if thetarget value is a performance property.
Number that specifies the station property, DATOUT, SPEC or performance
property of SPCNTL(10,N).
= Flow station number if target value is a station property.
= Component number if the target value is a DATOUT or SPEC.
= 0 if the target value is a performance property.
F
4
OFF-DESIGN SPECs
For off-design,the controlspecificationscan onlybe modifiedusing the SPEC array.Thisarray
isdefinedas follows:
SPEC(1,N) Fractionoftargetvalueused formarching (seeMarching explanationbelow).
SPEC(2,N) Minimum allowablevalue.See variablecontrolusage notes.
SPEC(3,N) Maximum allowablevalue.See variablecontrolusage notes.
SPEC(4,N) The SPEC number ofthe independentvariable.
SPEC(5,N) Value ofthe dependent variabletobe achieved,
(OnlyifSPCNTL(10,N) atdesignpointorSPEC(10,N) atoff-designequals0).
SPEC(6,N) Stationpropertynumber ifdependentvariableisa stationproperty,otherwise
blank.
SPEC(7,N) DOUT number ifdependentvariableisa DATOUT, otherwiseblank.
SPEC(8,N) Performance propertynumber ifdependentvariableisa 'PERF, otherwise
blank.
SPEC(9,N) Toleranceon valuetobe achieved.Ifzero,controlisoff.IfSPEC(9,N) = 1
defaultvalueof0.001isused (0.0001ifNVOPT _ 0).
SPEC(10,N) through SPEC(12,N) have the same valueasSPCNTL(10_) through
SPCNTL(12,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(11,N)
SPEC(12,N)
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
SPEC(15,N)
Type ofdependent variable,(STAP, DOUT, DINP orPERF).
Number thatspecifiesthe stationproperty,DATOUT, SPEC orperformance
propertyfora variabletargetvalue.
Flow stationnumber orcomponent number forthe variabletargetvalue.
Blank
Blank
Blank
OUTPUT
There are no DATOUTS or outputfor CNTLs.
Variable control usage notes:
Unless the user is using optimization variables, the input maximum and minimum
values will not have any affect on the value of the independent variable used by the program. If
the program exceeds a limit that the user input, the program will simply write a warning
message in the output file. If the user is using optimization and the program exceeds a limit,
the program will enalize the optimization function for exceeding the limits. That penalty may
prevent the program from exceeding the limits.
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The array of available station properties are:
St_tlon ProPertY Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Weight flow, lh/s
Total pressure, psia
Total temperature,
Fuel-to-air ratio
Referred flow,WN/T/P Note: corrected flow, w_-e/8, is
printed on the output w_/P = 1.5497 w_f'e/8
Mach number
Static pressure, psia
Wcorr 1 - Wcorr 2
Interface corrected flow error = 1
(w_x + Woozy2)
where wc_rr1 is the corrected flow out of the component
immediately upstream of the flow station and
Wcorr2 is the corrected flow out of the component immediately
downstream of the flow station.
i
I
The arrayofavailableperformancepropertiesare:
Performance Pro_ertv Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Total engine airflow (lh/s)
Gross jet thrust (lb)
Fuel flow (lb/hr) (includes oxidizer flow from gas generator)
Net jet thrust (lb)
Fuel flow (lb/hr)
TSFC = Net jet thrust (lb)' lb/lb-hr
Net thrust/airflow, lb-s/lb
Total inlet drag, lb
Total brake shaR horsepower
Net thrust with installation drag, lb
Net TSFC with installation drag, lb/lb-hr
Inlet drag (lip, bleed and spillage), lb
Boattail drag, Ib
Blank
Blank
Sum of SPEC(2,N) of all turbines - one. See turbine cooling bleed
calculations for usage.
Emission Index, grams NO x per kilogram fuel
Total shai_ horsepower of all propellers
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_Var_able TargetValues
IfSPCNTL(10,N) isnot equaltozero,then a variabletargetvaluewillbe used insteadof
SPCNTL(6,N). SPCNTL(10,N), SPCNTL(II_N), and SPCNTL(12,N) areused toallowtheuser
tohave the program drivethe dependentvariableequaltothevalue orthemultipleofa
specifiedstationproperty,dataoutput,data input(SPEC),orperformanceproperty.
The following example demonstrates one use of variable target values. Suppose one has
a turbofan with 2 nozzles and would like them to have equal jet velocities. The main nozzle is
component 8, the secondary nozzle is component 20. Just befcre the secondary nozzle is duct 19,
which is used as an aRerburner. One can now vary the temperature (SPEC 4) of the
afterburner (DUCT 19) to get the jet velocity (DATOUT 2) of nozzle 20 equal to the jet velocity
of nozzle g. This must be done in this manner because we do not know "a priori" the jet velocity
of nozzle 8. For this exgmple, the control will be number 41 and will have a tolerance of 0.002.
The minimum and maximum values for the burner temperature are 800 and 3600 °R,
respectively.The controlwould be inputasfollows: _.
KONFIG(I,41)='CNTL',SPCNTL(1,41)=4,19,'DOUT',2,20,0,0.002,800,3600,4HDOUT,2,8,
10.2.13.2 Marchin_
Marching is a special option on variable controls which allows the user to reset the
target value (SPEC(5jN) ) of the variable control to a multiple of that value from the previous,
converged case. Marching may be initiated in any off-design case by setting SPEC(1,N) of the
appropriate variable control to the desired multiplying factor that is to be use_ for the
marching. As long as SPEC(1,N) of the variable control is not zero, the multiplying factor will
be applied in all subsequent cases. In each case the value of the dependent variable from the
previous, converged case is multiplied by the SPEC(1,N) value and this new value is used as the
target value of the variable control.
Ifa variabletargetvalueisused,marching willwork differentlythan describedabove.
In thiscasethe variablespecifiedas the target(SPCNTL(10,N) through SPCNTL(12,N)) is
multipliedby SPEC(1,N). As the program iteratestoa convergedsolution,thisresultis
continuouslyupdated tobecome the new targetvalue ofthevariablecontrol.
The following example demonstrates the use of marching. Suppose one wishes to make
a plot of thrust over airflow versus nozzle area at Mach 1.4 and 40000 feet. A variable control
component is included defining nozzle area as the indepe_,dent variable and thrust to airflow
ratio as the dependent variable. An actual target value is not input because it will be computed
by the program. This control is turned offfor the design case. Assuming the component
number of the nozzle is 10, the variable control would be specified as follows:
KONFIG(I,20)='CNTL', SPCNTL(I _0)=1,10,'PERF,6,0,0,0
Now the engine design point is executed es well as any desired off-design cases. At the point
where the user wishes to begin marching, the variable control is turned on and the marching
value is set to its desired value (1.1 in tln_ example) as follows:
&D SPEC(I,20)=I. 1,_PEC(9,20)=1, &END
7O
Thismay be followed by as many subsequent cases as desired. When the program
detects SPEC(1,20) is not equal to zero, it will take the last value of the dependent variable (in
thiscasePERF(6)),multiplyitby SPEC(I,N),and storethatvalueinSPEC(5) ofthe variable
control.The c3ntrolwillthen drivethedependent variabletothisnew targetvalue.
Marching can alsobe used when thereisa variabletargetvalue.Using the previous
example ofthevariabletargetvaluefrom Section10.2.1L3.1,supposethattheuserwants thejet
velocityofthe secondarynozzletobe 1.35timesthevelocityoftheprimary nozzle.The user
would setSPEC(1,41)=1.35and the program would vary the burnertemperatureofduct 19 to
getthejetvelocity(DATOUT 2)ofnozzle20 to 1.35timesthejetvelocity(DATOUT 2)ofnozzle
8.
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10.2.14 Variable Ontimization
im_rr
KONFIC_I_)
KONFIG(2,N)
KONFIG(3,N)
KONFIG(4)I)
KONFIG(5_N)
'oPrv' or 4HOPTV or 13
0
0
Component number containing the independent variable.
0
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)-
through-
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)-
through-
SPEC(15,N)
Blank
Minimum allowable value of the optimized dependent variable (if = 0, there is
no minimum constraint).
Maximum allowable value of the optimized dependent variable (if = 0, there is
no maximum constraint).
A value from 1 to 15 indicating which SPEC of component KONFIG(4,N) is the
independent variable.
Blank
Switch to turn the OPTV variable on or off.
If set = 0, the variable is off.
If set = 1, the variable is on.
Blank
There are additional inputs to NNEP89 when OPTV components are present. OPTVs
tell the program which variables are the independent variables. The next variables tell the
program whether or not to execute with optimization and which variable is the "cost function"
that is being minimized or maximized (the dependent variable). These variables are:
TOLOPT
NJOPT
NVOPT
Criteria of co._vergenco on the dependent variable. The default is 0.0002.
Component number which indicates the location of the dependent variable (if
zero, the dependent variable is a performance property, not a DATOUT
parameter).
To turn off the optimization, NVOPT must be set to zero or all OPTVs must be
turned off. IfNVOPT is positive, the optimum is a minimum; ifNVOPT is
negative, the optimum is a maximum.
If NJOPT equals zero:
A value of 1 to 17 indicating which performance property is the dependent
variable (see list of available performance properties in description of CNTL).
If NJOPT not equal to zero:
A value of I to 9 indicating which DATOUT of component number NJOPT is
the dependent variable.
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There is no DATOUT output array for OPTV components.
Optimization usage notes:
The optimalvariablecomponent (OPTV) allowsthe usertomaximize orminimize a _cost
function"(i.e.,the performancepropertyorcomponent outputvariablebeingoptimized).An
OPTV thatisturnedon (SPEC(9,N)=I)tellsthe program what variable(orvariablesifthe user
has multipleOPTV's thatare turnedon)the program can varytominimize ormaximize a "cost
function".OPTV's areonlyused when optimizationhas been turned on (usingvariable
NVOPT). Therefore optimization only takes place if NVOFT _ 0, and at least one OPTV is
turned on.
As an example oftheuse ofan OPTV, letus assume thatwe have marched toMach 1.4
at40000 feetand then throttledback to50 percentF/Wa (Seethepreviousexample on
marching inthe descriptionofCNTLs). We can now setSPEC(1,20)=I toholdthe F/Wa atthe
presentvalue.Ifwe want tominimize the TSFC whileholdingF/Wa constantand varyingthe
turbineinlettemperature,we would do the following:
Assume thatcomponent 5 isthe main burner. To performthe desiredoptimizationa
new component would be inputas follows:
KONFIG(1,21)=q_)PTV',0,0,5,0,SPEC(1,21)=0,0,0,4,0,0,0,0,0,
This input record says that DATINP(4) (the burner outlet temperature) of component 5
(the main burner) is the independent variable. There is no minimum or maximum value and
since SPEC(9,21)=0, it is off.
Now to activate the optimizer we set SPEC(9,21)=1 and NVOPT=5 to minimize the
TSFC.
Debugging: The variableDEBUG can be used togetintermediateoutputduring
optimization.IfDEBUG=l, the program willprinttotheoutputdatasetthe followingvalues:
@
New value of the coot function
1) Originalvalue ofthe oo_t function,
New value of the penalty function
_') Original value of the penalty function,
( = 1, if no variables have exceeded their user-defined limRs),
,New vzlue of belt value of the eest function
3) Original value ofthe cost function ,
New wJlues of the optimization v_rlabks
4) Original values of the optimization variabkm •
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10.2.15 VariRhle Limit
The inputs at the design point are
KONFIC_I_N) 'LIMV' or 4HLIMV or 14
KONFIG(2,N) 0
KONFIG(3,N) 0
KONFIG(4_N) 0
KONFIG(5,N) 0
SPEC(1,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
Blsnk
Minimum allowablevalue.
Maximum allowablevalue.
Type oflimitvariablebeingspecified.
= 'STAF, 4HSTAP, or 100 ifthe limitvariableisa stationproperty.
= 'DOUT, 4HDOUT, or 200 ifthe limitvariableisa DATOUT.
= TERW, 4HPERF, or400 ifthe limitvariableisa performanceproperty.
=Flow stationcontainingthelimitvariableifitisa stationproperty.
=Component number containingthelimitvariableifitisa DATOUT.
=0 ifthe limitvariableisa performanceproperty.
Component number, flowstationnumber, orblank.
Blank
Blank
On-offswitch,1 = On, 0 = Off.
There is no DATOUT output array for LIMV components.
Variablelimitusage notes:
When a limit defined by the LIMV variable is exceeded, a warning message will be
printed on the output file+ If optimization is in effect, the criteria of merit, or the "cost function",
will be penalized by a penalty function to drive the user away from exceeding the minimum and
maximum limits.
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I0.2.16 Variable Schedulin_
INPUT
KONFIG(1,N)
KONFIG(2,N)
KONFIG(3,N)
KONFIG(4,N)
KONFIG(5.N)
'SKED' or 4HSKED or 15
Component number containing the dependent (scheduled) variable.
Flow station number or component number containing the first independent
variable on the map. X
Flow station number or component number containing the second independent
variable on the map. Y
Flow station number or component number containing the third independent
variable on the map. Z
SPEC(I,N)
SPEC(2,N)
SPEC(3,N)
SPEC(4,N)
SPEC(5,N)
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(10,N)
SPEC(ll,N)-
through-
SPEC(15,N)
=0 turn schedule off,
=1 turn schedule on.
SPEC number of the dependent variable of component KONFIG(2,I_:).
Scale factor on dependent variablf (usually input as 1).
Table reference number containing the schedule map.
Location of first independent, variable.
1-8 = STAP(1) - STAP(8) of flow station X (KONFIG(3,N)).
11-19 = DATOUT(I_N) .. DATOUT(9,N) of component X (KONFIG(3,N)).
21-35 = SPEC(1,N) - SPEC(15,N) of component X (KONFIG(3,N)).
Scale factor on SPEC(5,N) (usually input as 1).
Location of second independent variable.
1-8 = STAP(1) - STAP(8) offlow station Y (KONFIG(4,N)).
11-19 = DATOUT(1,N) - DATOUT(9,N) of component Y (KONFIG(4,N)).
21-35 = SPEC(1,N) - SPEC(15,N) of component Y (KONFIG(4,N)).
Scale factor on SPEC(7,N) (usually input as 1).
location of 3rd independent variable.
1-8 = STAF(1) - STAP(8) of flow station Z (KONFIG(5,N)).
11-].9 = DATOI_(1,N) - DATOUT(9_N) of component Z (KONFIG(5,N)).
21-35 = SPEC(1,N) - SPEC(15,ND of component Z (KONFIG(5,N)).
Scale factor on SPEC(9,N) (usually input as 1).
Blank
olyrPtrr
There are no DATOUTs for SKED components
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Variable scheduling usage notes:
Many components have SPECs which may be specified by a map that is a function of up
to three variables (value = F(x_,,z). The SKED component allows the user to designate any
SPEC of the first 11 types of component (i.e. the engine components) to be a function oFup to
three independent variables The independent variables are specified by the user as indicated
below. _e value of the SPEC is determined by interpolating a user supplied map. The map
format is the same as for other map tables.
As an example as how to use a SKED, let us assume that we want the program to set
the temperature (SPEC 4) of the burner (DUCT 11) as a function of:
the compressor pressure ratio (DATOUT 9) of compressor 3,
the mass flow rate (station property I, see Table 3) entering burner II at flow station
number 22, and
the rpm (SPEC I) of sha/_ 31.
We have made a table, in the correct performance map format, that has burner
temperature as a function of compressor pressure ratio, burner entrance mass flow, and shaft
rpm. The table reference number is 9001 and the SKED will be component 39.
All scale factors are 1.0 and the schedule is turned on. The schedule would be input as
follows:
KONFIG(1,39)='SKED', I1.3,22,31,SrF_.C(1,39)=IA. 1.0,900I,19,1.0,3,1.0,2I,1.0,
@
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10.2.17 Conditional Control
]_UT
KONFIG(I_N) WCNT or4HVCNT or 16
KONFIG(2_N) 0
KONFIG(3,N) 0
KONFIG(4,N) 0
KONFIG(5,N) 0
SPEC(I,N)
SPEC(2,N)
New valueforthe SPEC variablethatconditionalcontrolswillresetif
triggered.Ifa conditionalcontrolisbeingused toturn a variablecontrolon or
off,a valueofSPEC(1,N) lessthan or equaltozerowillturn the variable
controloff.A valueofSPEC(1,N) greaterthan zerowillturnthe variable
controlon. Note:ifthetoleranceofavariablecontrolisinputas 1,the
program willuse the defaultof0.001(or0.0001ifNVOPT #:1).
Component number forthe variablethatthe conditionalcontrolwillreset.
The nextthreeSPECs are used tosetup a variablethatwilltriggerthe conditional
control.TI )valueofthisvariableismonitoredinrelationtothe triggervaluetodetermineif
the conditionalcontrolwillresetthe desiredSPEC variable.This variableisreferredtoas the
triggervariable,and isnot tobe confusedwiththe SPEC variablethatthe conditionalcontrol
willreset.
SPEC(3,N) The typeoftriggervariable.
'STAP',4HSTAP, or 100 iftriggervariableisa stationproperty.
'DOUT, 4HDOUT, or200 iftriggervariableisa dataoutput(DATOUT).
'DINP',4HDINP, or300 iftriggervariableisa datainput(SPEC).
'PERF',4HPERF, or400 iftriggervariableisa performanceproperty.
SPEC(4,N) Stationpropertynumber oftriggervariableifSPEC(3_N)='STAP.'
Data outputnumber oftriggervariableifSPEC(3,N)='DOUT'.
Data inputSPEC number oftriggervariableifSPEC(3,N)='DINP'.
Performance propertynumber oftriggervariableifSPEC(3,N)='PEILw.
SPEC(5,N) Flow stationnumber oftriggervariableifSPEC(3,N)='STAP'.
Component number oftriggervariableifSPEC(3,N)='DOUT.
Component number oftriggervariableifSPEC(3,N)='DINP'.
0 ifSPEC(3,N)='PERF.
|
o .
SPEC(6,N)
SPEC(7,N)
Triggervalue,thelimitthathas tobe exceeded(eithergreaterthan orless
than)tomake the conditionalcontrolresetSPEC variableSPEC(12) of
component SPEC(2).
ThisSPEC isonlynecsssaryifthe userdefinesmore than one conditional
controltoresetone particularvariable.
=0 ThisconditionalcontrolwillnotresetthedesiredSPEC variable
(SPEC(12,N) ofcomponent SPEC(2,N)) more than onceper case.This prevents
multipleconditionalcontrolsfrom resettingone SPEC variableback and forth
during the same case.
=I The conditionalcontrolwillresetthe desiredSPEC variableeverytimethe
targetvariablehas been exceeded.
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SPEC(8,N)
SPEC(9,N)
SPEC(IO.N)
SPEC(II,N)
SPEC(12,N')
SPEC(13,N)
SPEC(14,N)
SPEC(15_N)
=0 Do not reset SPEC(12_N') of component SPEC(2_/) at end of case.
=1 Reset SPEC(12,N) of component SPEC(2,N) to the value it had at the
beginning of the case before processing the next case.
=0 Conditional control is nonactive.
=1 Set SPEC(12_.) of component SPEC(2,N) to SPEC(1,N) if triggering
variable is _ the triggering value, SPEC(6,N).
=-1 Set SPEC(12_N) ofcemponevt SPEC(2,N) to SPEC(1,N) if triggering
variable is less than the triggering value, SPEC(6,N).
Blank
This input variable is ovdy used if the conditional control is resetting
SPEC(9,N) of a variable control.
=0 Do not reset the independent value of the variable control.
=1 Reset the independent value of the variable control to the value it had at
the beginning of the case before processing the next case.
Number of the SPEC for component SPEC(2,N) that the conditional control
will reset. Default is 9.
Blank
Blank (If the conditional control is used to reset SPEC(9,N) of a variable
control, this location is used to store the original value of the independent
variable of the variable control.)
Blank (used to store the original value of the SPEC variable that the
conditional control resets, before any conditional controls are activated).
There are no DATOUTs for VCNTs.
Conditional control usage notes:
Conditional controls (VCNT) allow the users to define variables that the program will
monitor. If a variable exceeds a preset, user-defined limit, the conditional control will reset
another user-defined variable. This user-defined variable could be one variable input (SPEC)
for any component, such as: 1) resetting burner temperature or bypass ratios; 2) turning
variable schedules on or off; or 3) turning variable controls on or off.
The uses for conditional controls are best explained by examples. For the first use of
conditional controls, suppose the user wants to turn on burner augmentation at Mach numbers
above 1.1, but does not want to input the variables to do that directly. The user just sets up a
conditional control to reset the augmentor temperature to the desired level (turn on
augmentation) if the Math number _.sgreater than 1.1 and another conditional control to reset
the augmentor temperature to zero (turn off augmentation), if the Mach number is less than
1.1. For a second example, which involves the second and third uses of conditional controls,
suppose that a user has an inlet airflow schedule to set engine airflow versus Mach number.
The user is throttling the engine thrust back at various Mach numbers, but can only throttle
the engine so far at a ¢onstt nt airflow. Then the airflow must be allowed to be changed or the
cycle will not converge. The user would set up conditional controls to watch one cycle
parameter, such as compressor surge margin, or burner temperature to turn offthe airflow
schedule (SPEC(1,N) of the correct variable schedule component) and maybe turn on a variable
control to vary airflow to m_et the desired engine perforraance level.
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%One conditional control can only be used to reset one SPEC variable to one new value, or
to turn one variable schedule or variable control either on or off'. For example, to turn a
variable control on at one cycle condition, but turn it back off"during the same case requires 2
conditions] controls. At the end of that case, conditional controls can be configured to reset all
variables that they have changed. The independent variables of variable controls, activated by
conditions] controls can also be reset to their original values. The default option is to leave all
SPEC variables and variable controls in their present states and values at the end of that case.
Conditionalcontrolsare handled inthe followingmanner. Beforethe program actually
startstoiterateon the solution,itchecksallactiveconditionalcontrolswhose triggervariableis
a data input(SPEC(3,N)='DINP').Ifa data inputhas alreadyexceededitslimit,the program
willresetthe specifiedSPEC variableand writetothe outputdatasetthatithas reseta SPEC
variable.Then the program startsexecutionofthecase.During the case,the program reaches
a solution.The program willcheck eachactiveconditionalcontroltoseeifithas exceededthe
specifiedlimitforthe specifiedtriggervariable.Ifa limithas been exceededforany conditional
control,the program willresetthespecifiedSPEC variableand writetothe outputdatasetthat
ithas reseta SPEC variable.The program willcheck allactiveconditionalcontrols.Even if
onlyone conditionalcontrolhas reseta SPEC variable,the program willre-executethecase.To
preventthe program from enteringan infiniteloop,itwillonlyre-executea casea maximum of
10 timeswith any variables,variableschedules,orvariablecontrolschanged by conditional
controls.At the end ofthe case,ifSPEC(8,N) ofthe conditionalcontrolisequal to1,the
conditionalcontrolwillrestorethe originalvalueofthe SPEC variable.Otherwisethe SPEC
variablewillstayat itscurrentsetting.Ifthe conditionalcontrolwas turninga variablecontrol
eitheron orof_,settingSPEC(11,N) ofthe conditions]controlto Iwould causethe conditional
controltoresettheindependentvariableofthe variablecontroltoitsvaluefrom the beginn/ng
ofthe case.Otherwise,the independentvariableofthevariablecontrolwillalsoremain atits
currentvalue.
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10.3 TABLE DATA INPUTS FORMAT
Consider the table data as three dimensional, composed of a series of planes with each
plane assigned a value called Z. Then, on each Z plane, the dependent variable (ordinate axis),
is a two dimensional Function of X (abscissa axis) and Y (see Figure 2). This three dimensional
table is o/ten referred to as a map.
Each table has the following input format:
Record I Table Reference Number (Integer, columns 2-5).
Table Identification Label, (Alpha-numeric, columns 6-75).
Record 2 Z - Identifier (Alpha-numeric, columns 1-4).
NZ - Number of Z values (Integer, columns 6-7).
Z - Variable values, 7FI0., beginning in column 11.
If needed, extra cards follow 10X,7FI0. format. Z values must be in ascending order.
Record 3 Y - Identifier (AJpha-numeric, columns 1-4).
NY - Number of Y values (Integer, columns 6-7).
Y- Variable values, 7FI0., beginning in column 11.
If needed, extra cards follow 10X,7FI0. format. Y values must be in ascending
order.
Record 4 X - Identifier (Alpha-numeric, columns 1.4).
N'X - Number of X values (Integer, columns 6-7).
X - Variable values, 7FI0., beginning in column 11.
If needed, extra cards follow 10X,7FI0. format. X values must be in ascending
order.
Record 5 F(X,Y,Z) - Identifier (Alpha-numeric, columns 1-4).
NX - Number of X values (Integer, columns 6-7).
F(X,Y,Z) - Variable values, 7F10., beginning in column 11.
If needed, extra cards follow 10X,7F10. format.
These values correspond to the values in the X identifier record.
Last Record-The last record must consist of the 3 characters EOT in columns 1-3.
1) NZ, NY, NX may not be blank or zero.
2) Maximum of 70 tables.
3) NZ, N'Y, NX are limited to 100 or less.
4) a zero or blank table reference number will halt the read.
5) A storage error message will result if table storage exceeds the limit set in Subroutine
TREAD.
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10.4 C]_,MICAL EOUILIBRILrM INPLrP INSTRUCTIONS
The chemical dissociation option enables the program to handle just about any
combination of chemical species for which thermodynamic data is available. (The default
thermodynamic routine used in the NNEP89 program is preset with properties for air and JP4
fuel.) The dissociation option uses a rewritten version of the computer program for calculation
of complex Chemical Equilibrium Compositione (CEC) (ref. 16), to calculate thermodynamic
properties.
To use the chemical equilibrium option, the user must set ICEC=I in the global &D
Namelist input. "finis will cause the program to read in the necessary CEC information that
follows. The CEC input must contain information about the reactants if the equilibrium option
is invoked, an d may contain thermodynemic data and desired debugging options in a separate
CEC Nam_:ist input block. The thermodynamic data will be processed by the CEC program and
written to a binary thermodynamics fde on unit 24. If this binary dataset already exists from a
previous run, th_ thermodynamic data is not required in the input dataset. This will also save
the computational time that CEC uses sorting and processing the thermodynamic data. The
format for this thermodynamic data is discussed in reference 16 and will not be discussed here.
The CEC &INPT2 Namelist input can contain all the inputs listed in the original CEC program,
with the addition of a few extra variables that can be used to debug either the CEC routines or
the main NNEP89 routines The changes to the CEC program, the options available for its use
and debugging, and its incorporation in the NNEP89 program are discussed in reference 4. The
REACTANT input is often confusing for the novice user. An input f'de with some the most
common REACTANT species (air, JP fuel, methane, and liquid hydrogen) is included with each
release of the program. The exact format for hhe reactants input is listed in Table 8 and an
example of the inputs necessary to execute a case with the CEC routines will be discussed later.
If the binary thermodynamic dataset already exists, the only input required to use the CEC
thermodynamic routines is setting ICEC=I in the first &D Namelist, setting up the REACTANT
input and inputting values in the FARRAY and OARRAY arrays.
The FARRAY array is used for DUCTs or burners to tell the CEC program the relative
amounts of each reactant to be added for fuel. The FARRAY and OARRAY arrays are used in
the gas generator component to tell the relative amount of each reactant to add as fuel and
oxidizer, respectively. These inputs will be explained further in the following section.
.si
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Order Contents
First line
Nextlines
Lastline
REACTANTS
One input line for each reactant species (maximum 15). Air
must be the first reactant. Each input line contains:
(1) Atomic symbols and formula numbers (maximum 5 sets) a
(2) Blank
(3) Enthalpy or heat of combustion b
(4) State: S, L, or G for solid, liquid, or gas, respectively
(5) Temperature, in Kelvin, associated with enthalpy in (3)
(6) Blank, J, or Bb
(7) Blank
(8) Combustion efficiency (default is 1.0)
Blank
a. Program will calculate enthalpy or internal energy (3) for
species in the thermodynamic data set at the temperature
(5) if zeros are in columns 37-38.
b. Enthalpy if column 71 is blank or J. Units vre ca]/g-mole if
blank or J/formula wt. ifJ. Heat of combustion is in
BTU/Ib ifcolumn 71 isB.
Format Column
3A4 1-9
5(A2,F7.5) ! 1-45
46-53
F9.5 54-62
A1 63
F8.5 64-70
A1 71
72
F8.5 73-80
Table 8. ReactantInput
10.4.1Usin_ The CEC Debu_n_ Parameters
The CEC program has parameters that can be used to debug the operation of the
NNEP89 subroutines, the CEC subroutines, or both. These parameters are IDBUG, NDBUG,
LDBUG, and IDEBUG. To use these parameters, they must be set to a non-zero value and
input in the CEC &INPT2 Namelist. The values and information printed out to the output
dataset for IDBUG are listed in Table 9. The values and output for the other parameters are
listed in reference 4. IDEUG is the major debug parameter for the NNEP89 code. NDBUG and
LDBUG are for debugging the THERME subroutine, the interface between the NNEP89 code
and the CEC subroutines. IDEBUG is a CEC debug parameter and is specifically for debugging
the CEC subroutines. Since the CEC subroutines are called many times during NNEP89
execution, if IDEBUG=-I, a lot of IDEBUG information will be produced (At least 100 times more
than a "normal" output).
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IDBUG =0
=1
=2
=3
No debug output
Subroutine names, component and flow station numbers
Output for IDBUG=I
Mass flows for CEC subro_tines calls
Output for IDBUG=2
Convergence information for burners and gas generators
,=,
Table 9. Debug Output forVariableIDBUG
10.4.2Examnle Case Usin_ CEC
The sample engineisshown inFigure8 and isthe same as Sample 4 inSection12.4.
The CEC inputforSample 4 isdescribedhere indetailtohelpexplainthe use ofthe CEC
option.The entireinputfileisgivenin Section12.4.
I INLET I I
®
[ ,COMPRESSOR
SPI_'TTER
G ®
I ^u_M_.To21
Q
®
Figure 8. Block Diagram of Air-Turbo Ramjet
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a_ne iulet uses "standard air" (assumed to be 75.46% nitrogen, 23.19% oxygen, and 1.35%
argon by weight or N1.56060.4198Ar.0098 by atomic formula). The gas generator uses a
mixture of liquid and gaseous methane (CH 4) for the fuel and liquid and gaseous oxygen (0 2)
for the oxidizer. The second burner (augmenter) operates at stoiehiometric conditions using a
mixture of unsymme.trical dimethylhydrazine (atomic formula C2H8N2) , a typical jet fuel (with
a hydrogen to carbon ratio of 0.163, atomic formula CH1.9423, roughly JP4) and a second
typical jet fuel (with a hydrot, en to earbon ratio of 0.161, atomic formula CH1.9185 , roughly
JPS). The mass ratio of liquid to gaseous methane in the gas generator fuel stream is 6 to 1.
The gas generator oxidizer stream is 82% liquid oxygen aud 18% gaseous oxygen. The mass
fraction of unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine in the second burner is 0.40, for JP4 it is 0.,q0, and
for JP5 it is the remaining 0.30. All ratios, fractions or percentages in the FARRAY or OARRAY
array are by mass. The assigned enthalpy for liquid methane is -21390 cal/mole; for air it is -
28.2 ¢al/mole; for liquid oxygen it is -3102 ¢al/mole; and for unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine
it is 11900 cal/mole, using the same enthalpy base as discussed in reference 16. The reactant
input will be corfi'_gured to make the CEC routines calculate the corre_ enthalpy for gaseous
oxygen and methane at room temperature. The p_gram can calculate the enthalpies for the
input reactants, but only if the exact specie, in the same state (gas, liquid or solid), is in the
thermodynamic data. The values for quite a few typical oxidants and fuels can be found in
Table "vii of reference 16. The heating value for JP4 is 18300 BTU/Ib and 18600 BTU/Ib for JPS,
with burner effieiencies of 0.98 for both compounds; the reactant input for these species will be
configured to convert the input heating value and burner efficiency to an equivalent enthalpy.
The reactant input tells the progrJm the relative number of atoms of each element in
each specie. After the first &D Namelist input, the next lines will be information for the CEC
program. If thermodynamic data are to be included in the input set, that information would be
put starting on the first line after the first &D input. The next line would be the word
REACTANT (starting in column 1). The following lznes would be the reactant information for
each species. Because of the setup _fthe CEC routines, air must be the first reactant, whether
the user wants the cycle to use air or not. This example has 8 reactant species. The combustion
efficiency and heating value from the input for any burners is ignored when the chemical
equilibrium option is used, because the CEC routines set or calculate each specie'3 enthalpy
when it is read in. To have the program calculate the enthalpy of a reactant specie, the user
must input 00 in columns 37-38, put the specie's state in colur_n 63, and the specie's
temperature, in Kelvin, in columns 64-70. The program will calculate the specie's enthalpy if
that exact specie exists in the thermodynamic data; otherwise the program will print an error
message, and set the enthalpy to zero. The reactant input for the example case is shown in
Figure 9 below. There are column numbers listed above the inpvt. They are there to show the
placement of the important terms, they would not be included in the input dataset.. The order
of the species is somewhat arbitrary, except that the first one must be air. The species are listed
in the order that they are mentioned above. There must be a blank line after the last reactant
specie input line, and then a CEC switch such as Namelist if there is to be Namelist input
following the reactant input or END if that is the end of the CEC input. Ttds example contains
no more CEC input, so the reactant input is followed by a blank line and an "END".
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
_23456789__23456789__23456789__23456789__23456789__23456789__234567890_23456789_
REACTANTS
N 1.5606 O 0.4198 AR .0098 I00.0 -28.2 G 298.15 O
C 1.0000 H 4. 100.0 -21390. L 111.66 F
C 1. H 4. 00 100.0 G 298.15 F
O 2. 100.0 -3102. L 90.18 O
O 2. 00 100.0 G 298.15 O
C 2. H 8. N 2. 100.0 11900. L 298.15 F
C 1. H 1.9423 100.0 18300. L 296.15BF 0.98
C 1. H 1.9185 i00.0 18660. L 298.15BF 0.98
END
Figure 9. Example REACTANT Input Information
The FARRAY and OARRAY arraysare usedtotellthe program the relativeamounts of
each specieused and where itwillbe used. The FARRAY arrayisused totelltherelative
amount ofeach specieto be added asthe fuel.The FARRAY arrayisonlyrequiredforburners
and gas generators.The OARRAY arrayisused totellthe relativeamount ofeach specietobe
added as the oxidizer,and isonlyrequiredforgas generators.The FAFj_AY and OARRAY
arraysareveryflexible,a speciethatisin a OARRAY forone component can be inthe FARRAY
foranother. The same reactantspeciecouldeven be inboth the FARRAY and OARRAY array
inthe gas generatorcomponent, ifnecessary.FARRAY and OARRAY are 2-dimensionalarrays,
(ij).The jindexcorrespondswith the component number oftheburner orgas generator.The i
indexcontainspairsofreactantnumber and relativemass. Itisinputas a reactantnumber, its
relativeamount, secondreactantnumber, itsrelativenumber, and soon. Up to6 different
reactantscan be includedineach FARRAY orOARRAY array.A reactantnumber isgivento
eachreactantspecieas itisreadinfrom the input.For the givenexample,airis1,liquid
methane is2,gaseousmethane is3,and so on. Whole numbers orfractionscan be used forthe
relativemass indices.The program willsum and normalizethe relativemass numbers
internally.For the examplo, theFARRAY and OARRAY's become:
FARRAY (I, 5) =2, 6, 3, I,
OARRAY (i, 5) ..4,82,5, 18,
FARRAY (1,6) "6, .4,7, .3, 8, .3,
The FARRAY and OARRAY arraysare includedinthe &D Namelist inputand are
generallyinput withthe restofthecomponent inputs.Thisisshown inSample 4 inSection
12.4.
10.4.3Using The IDBUG OptionWithout Using CEC Ol_tion
Itispossibletouse thedebug parameter IDBUG (discussedpreviouslyand inreference
4)withoutusingthe chemicalequilibriumoption.Thisisdone by settingICEC=I inthe global
&D Namelist input.In the CEC &INFP2 Namelist input,setvariablesICEC=0 and IDBUG to
the desiredvaluefrom Table 9 Thisoptionhas been found tobe veryusefulfordetermining
errorsininputdatasetsby printingintermediateoutputduringexecution.The firstfew linesof
the inputdatasetwould looklikethe following:
_TLE CARD
&D ICEC-1 (and other global &D Namellst variables)
&END
NAMELIST
&INPT2 IDBUG-I, ICEC-0, &END
END
&D CKONFIGand SPEC input)
&END
Q
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II.0 NNEP89 FLOW-CHART
(BOLD indicates new branch)
[AVCENG ]
[ATCNTL ]
[ Bo_ A
ICNTLON]
tCMPPLT [
t CTLCHI¢ ]
{DATSAV ]
FINPRT ]
[ INPUT 1
| INSTLL l
tN_PC_ I
[ TRBPLT ]
I
WTEST ]
[CALCFX ]
[ MIN4PT ]
[ CLRVU ]
ImcmyMJ
[SUMERY]
[DATSAV ]
_FiPRT ]
I LSTOPT ]
{NEPCAL ]
['SPLNQ1 ]
{ SPSET ]
[ CLRVU ]
LmCNUMJ
[SUMERY]
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NNEP89 Flow-Ch.rt (2)
[ATCNTL ]
[ ACNTL [
IAC'rLON]
[ CNTLON ]
[CONga]
I
[CTLCH:KI
[ INPRT ]
INTACT ]"t
I
[' INPRT [[
[NICNUM]
[ CLRVU ]
[NICNUM ]
i INPUT ]
[ CON'FIG ]
[ FIGURE ]
[ INPRT I
I
tMAn_Q1
] INPRT ]
[NICmnVl]
t NICNUM]
I REACT]
[ SEARCH[
-iVTHERMI
[ HCALC I
SEARCH J
?o .
NNEP89 Flow.ChArt (3_
[NEPCAL J
CLRVU I
DATSAVi
_ ERRCK
FINPRT
IFLOCAL I
{_nCNUM[
i
[
1 CLRVUI
{SUMERYJ
I FLOCAL] (Part 1)
_COMPRS
{DBU_R
J
_ 'ITIERM I
_THERMEJ
i T LOOK ]
]
]
{SETENl
J THERM ]
_HERMO ]
j TLOOK I
[
fGASGEN I
_THEm_ZJ
{SPLNQ1 I
ITHERM ]
JTKERMEJ
JSPLNQ1 I
!
I
continued
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NN]RP_ Plow-Chm't (4_
:1
IFLOCAL ] (Part S)
Lm_x I
I z.zz- I
[v.zz_!
{_OOK '1[
_THERMOI
t TLOOK i
!
f MIXER
_ vmmM i
ITHZRMOI
{VHZRSOI
4 _OOKI
I
[ PROP I!
I
| sPtx_ ]
SPLNQI]
[ THZm_ ]
[ SPLNQI I
I THERMI
IsP_Q_ ]
i SPLNQ1 ]
continued
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NNEP89 Flow-Chart (5)
[ FLOCAL ] (Part 8)
t_Tm3mI
J WINJEK J
COOLIT I
_ THERM [
[THEPa_ [
TLOOK ]
_ THEmVl [
_ THE_M ]
[THERME]
1 AIRTI"IE ]
L
Im_woF1
t
t REACT ]
1SEARCH I
I srreN ]
! CPHS J
[GAUSS ]
[MAT_X]
HCALC I
t HCALC I
_SEARCH ]
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4 ;_ .........
12.0 SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTP_rr
The following sections list the input files for five different engine configurations. The
configurations and options used in these samples were chosen to demonstrate the wide range of
capabilities of the NrNEP89 code. A brief description of the engine ¢onf_tration being modeled
and the options being used precedes each input file. A block diagram is also included to aid the
reader in understanding the configuration being modeled. The program output that
corresponds to the third sample input is also given. Finally, the compressor and turbine map
tables that were used in all the examples are given.
.j
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
12.1 S2kM'PLE 1 -TWO-SPOOL MIXED-FLOW TURBOFAN.
Sample I is a 2-spool, mixed-flow turbofan using the default thermodynamics routines.
NNEP89 will draw a block diagram of the engine components (DRAW=T), and pMnt information
(number of iterations, altitude, Mach number, inlet recovery, engine airflow, gross thrust, fuel
flow, net thrust, and TSFC) to the terminal as the case is executing (1TERM=2). A block
diagram of this engine in shown in Figure 10. This case also includes input that is commented
out using/* and */.
KONFIG(I, 15)
KONFIG (I, 16)
I(ONFIG (i, 17 )
KONFIG (1,18)
KONFIG (I, 19)
KONFIG (i, 20)
& END
SAMPLE MIXED FLOW TURBOFAN
&D ITERM-2, DRAW-T, LONG-T, TABLES-T, PINPUT-T &END
&D MODE..1
KONFIG" , 1)-4HINLT, 1,0,2,0, SPEC (i, 1)-100.0, O. ,0. , 0. , 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 18.00,
KONFIG (1,2) -4HCOMP, 2, O, 3, 0, SPEC (1,2) -1. 500, O. , i . 0, 1001 . , 1.0,
1002., 1.0, 1003. , 1.0, 0., O. ,0.8500, 3.0,1.0,
KONFIG(1,3) -4HSPLT, 3,0,4, 9, SPEC(I, 3)-I .0,0.2000E-01,0. 2000E-01,
KONFIG(1,4)-4HCOMP, 4, O, 5, 12, SPEC (1,4)-1.300, 0.5000E-01,1.0, 1004., 1.0,
1005., 1.0, 1006. , 1.0, 0. ,0. ,0.8600, 6.0, 1.0,
KONFIG(I, 5)-4HDUCT, 5,0, 6, 0, SPEC (i_ 5)-0.5000E-01,0.3000, 0. , 3000. , O. 9900,
18300. , O. , O. , O. , 0. 5000E-01,
KONFIG (1, 6)-4HTURB, 6, 12, 7,0, SPEC (1,6)-3.500, 0.7500, 1.0, 1007. , 1.0,
1008., 1.0, 1.0, 0.8000, 1.0, 0. 9000, 5000., I. 0,
KONFIG(1,7)-4HTURB, 7,12, 8,0, SPEC (1,7) -2.500, 0.2500, 1.0, 1009. ,1.0,
1010., 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,I.0,0.9000, 5000.,1.0,
KONFIG (1,8)-4HMIXR, 8,9, 10,0,SPEC (1,8)-0. ,0. , 0.4000, 1.0,
KONFIG (i, 9) -4HNOZZ, i0, 0, 11, 0, SPEC (I, 9) -0. , 0. 9800, 0. , 0. , 0. 9750,
1.0,0.,0., 1.0,
KONFIG(I_ 10)-4HLOAD, 0, 0, 0,0, SPEC (I, I0) --200.0,
KONFIG (1,11 ) -4HSHFT, 4,6, 10,0, SPEC (1,11 )-8000., 8" 1,
KONFIG(1, 12)-4HSHFT, 2, 7, 0,0, SPEC (i, 12) -6000., 8"1,1.0, 0., 0.,
KONFIG (1,13)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (I, 13) -I. 0, 7.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0, I0,0, i, _.
KONFIG(I, 14)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 14) -i.0,6.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0, 7,0, I,
-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(1,15)-1.0,4.0,4HSTAP, 8.0,6, 0, i, 1.1, I .75,
-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 16) -1.0, 3.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0, 4,0, 1,
-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 17)-I.0,1.0,4HSTAP,8.0,2,0,1,
-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (I, 18) -I. 0,2.0, 4HDOUT, 8.0, 8, 0, I, I. I, 2. i,
-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 19)-i. O, ii. 00,4HDOUT, 8.0, Ii, 0, i,
-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 20)-1.0, 12.00,4HDOUT, 8.0, 12,0, i,
&D MACH- 0.30,ALTP- 5000.,ETAR-I.0000,MODE- i, &END
/* &D MACH- 0.30,ALTP- 10000.,ETAR-I.0000,MODE- 1, &END
&D MACH- 0.30,ALTP- 15000.,ETAR-1.0000,MODE- 1, &END
&D MACH-
&D MACH-
&D MACH-
&D MACH-
&D MACH-
&D MACH-
&D MACH-
&D MACH-
0.30,ALTP- 20000.,ETAR-1.0000,MODE- 1, &END
0.30,ALTP- 25000.,ETAR-1.0000,MODE- I, &END */
0.50,ALTP- 15000 ,ETAR=I.0000,MODE- i, &END
0.70,ALTP- 250_0 ,ETAR-I.0000,MODE- i, &END
0.80,ALTP= 40000 ,ETAR-I.0000,MODE- 1, &END
1.20,ALTP- 40000 ,ETAR-0.9915, MODE- i, &END
1.40,ALTP- 40000 .ETAR-C.9782,MODE- I, &END
1.80,ALTP- 40000 ,ETAR-O.9445,MODE- i, &END
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12.2 SAMPLE 2 -SEPARATE FLOW TURBOFAN USING CEC.
Sample 2 is a 1-spool, separate-flow turbofan (with regenerator) using the CEC
thermodynamics routines (ICEC=I) and automatic controls (ACTL=I) to take care of all flow
and work errors. The bypass air is being heated by the core flow before the core flow exits
through a nozzle. The fuel is a "standard" JP fuel with a heating value of 18300.BTU/Ib and a
burner efficiency of 0.99. A block diagram of this engine in shown in Figure 11.
TEST CASE: HTEX SANFORD NEW
&D ACTL-I, ICEC-I, LONG-F, NCODE-I,
REACTANTS
N 1.5606 O 0.4198 AR .0098
C 0.5245 H 1.0000
DRAW-T, NMODES-I, &END
100. 0.0 G 298.15 O
100. -4628.066L 298.15 F
NAMELI ST
&INPT2 ICEC-.1,&END
END
&D MODEffil,
KONFIG (1, I)-4HINLT, 1,
KONFIG (I , 2 ) -4HCOMP, 2 ,
i, 0, 0, .85, 12.0, I,
KONFIG (i, 3)-4HSPLT, 3,
KONFIG (i, 4)-4HDUCT, 4,
FARRAY (1,4) -2. , i. ,
KONFIG (1 , 5) -4HTURB, 5
1, . 91,5000,1,
0,2,0,SPEC(1,1)-5"0,.97,5"0,14.4,0,100,
0,3,12,SPEC(I,2)-1.3,.001,1,1004,1,1005,1,1006,
O, 9, 4, SPEC (i, 3)-20. , 0, 0,
0, 5, 0, SPEC (I , 4) -. 05, 0, 0, 3200. , .99, 18300,
,12,6,0,SPEC(1,5)-3.3,1,1,1007,1,1008,1,1,.1,
KONFIG(1,6)-4HHTEX, 9,6,10,7,SPEC(1,6)-.05,.03,800,.8,1,
KONFIG(1,7)-4HNOZZ,7,0,8,0,SPEC(I,7)-0,1,0,O,0.9850,1,1,0,1,
KONFIG(1,8)-4HSHFT,2,5,0,0,SPEC(I,8)-9*I.C
KONFIG(I,9)f4HNOZZ,10,0,11,0,SPEC(1,9)-0,1,0,0,0.9850,1,1,0,1,
&END
&D MACH- 0.30,ALTP- 5000.,ETAR-1.0000,MODE- 1, &END
&D MACH- 0.50,ALTP- 15000.,ETAR-1.0000,MODE- 1, &END
i NOZZLE
®
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12.3 SAMPI.I_.3 -ONE-SPOOL MIX_D-FLOW TURBOFAN.
Sample 3. is a 1-spool, mixed-flow turbofan using the default thermodynamics routines
and output of the convergence history (LONGfT). This case also uses the XNUM array to name
the flow stations on the output, but XNUM does not work on systems that cannot handle
Namelist Hollerith or quoted string input. Removing the XNLrM array would not cause any
problems executing this input case. This case also has the headings option on (DOUTHD=T).
(Prints out headers on the output fde to aid the user interpreting the output, highly
recommended for novice users.) The program will draw a block diagram of the engine
(DRAW=T) and will make full passes through the engine while it determines the error matrix
(NCODE=-I). A block diagram of this engine in shown in Figure 12.
TEST CASE: MIXED FLOW TURBOFAN SANFORD NEW
&D LONG-T, NCODE--I, DOUTHD-T, DRAW-T, &END
&D MODE-I,
XNUM-4HINLT, 4HLPCI,4HSPLI,4HHPCI,4HM_RN,4HHPTI,4HMXRI,4HABRN,
4HNOZI,4HNOZO, 4HSECI,4HSECO,
KONFIG(I,I)-4HINLT, I,0,2,0, SPEC(I,I)-I00.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,
0.,0.,0.,0.,18.00,
KONFIG(1,2)-4HCOMP,2,0,3,0,SPEC(1,2)-I.60,0.,1,1001,1,1002,1,
1003,1,0.,0.,0.84,2.9,0.95,
KONFIG (1,
_ONF IG (i,
1006, 1,0.
KONF I G (1,
FARRAY (1,
KONFIG (1,
1,1,1,1,
KONF I G ( 1,
KONFI G (1,
FARRAY (I,
KONF IG (1
0.,1.,
KONFIG (1 , 10) -4HDUCT,
FARRAY (i, 10) -2, 1 ,
KONFIG (i, 11 ) -4HSHFT,
KONFIG (I , 12) -4HCNTL,
I_ONF I G (1 , 13 ) -4 HCNTL,
KONFIG (1 , 14 )-4HCNTL,
KONFIG (].,15) -4HCNTL,
KONFIG (1 , 16) -4 HCNTL,
KONF I G (I , 17 ) -4 HCNTL,
&END
&D
3)-4HSPLT, 3, 0, 4,12, SPEC(1,3)-1.75, 0.02, 0.02,
4}-4HCOMP, 4,0, 5,0, SPEC(I, 4)-1.30,0. ,1 . , 1004, i, 1005, I,
,0. ,0.84, 6.0, i..
5)-4HDUCT, 5, 0, 6, 0, SPEC (i, 5)-.05, 0, 0, 3000. , . 99, 18300. ,
5) -2, I,
6)-4HTURB, 6, 0, 7,0, SPEC (I, 6) -3.6, 1.0, I, 1007, 1,1008,
.90,5000,1,
7)-4HMIXR, 7,13, 8, 0, SPEC(1,7)-0., 0., 0.40, 1., 0., 0.,
8)-4HDUCT, 8, 0, 9, 0, SPEC (I, 8)-.05, 0, 0, 3600.,. 99, 18300.,
8)-2, 1,
, 9)-4HNOZZ, 9, 0, 10,0, SPEC(1, 9) -0.,0.98, 0.,0., . 98, 1., 1.,
12,0,13,0, SPEC(1,10)-.05,0,0,0.,0.99,18300.,
2,4,6,0,SPEC(1,11)-9"1.0,
SPCNTL(I,12)-I,I,4HSTAP,8,2,0,0,
SPCNTL(1,13)-l,4,4HSTAP, 8,4,0,0,
SPCNTL(1,14)-l,ll,4HDOUT, 8,11,0,0,
SPCNTL(I,15)-I,6,4HSTAP,8,6,0,0,
SPCNTL(I,16)-l,3,4HDOUT, 8,7,0,0,
SPCNTL(I,I?)-I,2,4HDOUT, 5,2,50,1,
SPEC(9,12)-I,SPEC{9,13}-1,SPEC(9,14)'I,SPEC(9,15)-I,
SPEC(5,1)-.26,SPEC(9,1)-50,SPEC(6,1)-0,
SPEC(9,16)-I,SPEC(9,17)-I, &END
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Figure 12. Block Diagram of One-Spool, Mixed-Now Turbofan
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12.4 SAMPI.F 4 - MR-TURBO RAMJET. USING CEC.
Sample 4. is a 1-spool, gas-generator Air-Turbo Ramjet, using the CEC thermodynamic
routines (ICEC=I). NNEP89 will draw a block diagram of the cycle (DRAW=T) and print a little
information about the convergence history (LONG=T). The code will make a full pass through
the cycle when it calculates the partial derivative matrix (NCODE=-I). The gas-generator
operates on liquid and gaseous methane for the fuel and liquid and gaseous oxygen for oxidizer,
combustion occurs at equivalence ratios greater than stoichiometric. The cycle has a
stoichiometric augrcentor fuelled with a mixture of unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (CzHsN 2)
and 2 hydrocarbon species similar to JP4 and JP5. The CEC subroutines will determine the
enthalpies for the hydrocarbon species from the lower heating value input in that reactant line.
The enthalpy for gaseous methane and oxygen will be calculated by the program because of the
00 in columns 37-38. This input file also contains Namelist input for the CEC program, with
the variable IDBUG. Since IDBUG=0, debugging is turned off, but setting IDBUG to 1, 2, or 3
would print our additional information that could be very useful for finding errors when an
input case will not execute. Caution is suggested when using the CEC debug parameters, it
increases program output by a factor of about 10 or more. A block diagram of this engine in
shown i Figure 13.
ATR TO DEMONSTRATE THE USE OF CEC, GAS GENERATORS AND FARRAYS
&D ICEC-I, DRAW-T, LONG-T, NCODE--I, &END
REACTANTS
N 1.5606 O 0.4198 AR .0098 I. -28.2
C 1. H 4. 100.0 -21390.
C 1. H 4. O0 100.0
O 2. 100. -3102.
O 2. 00 100.
C 2. H 8. N 2.0 100.0 11900.
C 1. H 1.9423 100.0 18300.
C I. H 1.9185 100.0 18600.
G 298.15 O
L 111.66 F
G 298.15 F
L 90.18 O
G 298.15 O
L 298.15 F
L 298.15BF
L 298.15BF
O. 98
0.98
NAMELIST
&INPT2 IDBUG-0, &END
END
&D MODE-l,
KONFIG (1,1)-1,
KONFIG (1,2) -4,
1,0,0,.85,2.0,
KONFIG (I, 3)-7,
KONFIG (1,4) _8,
',ONFIG (1.5)-3,
FARRAY II, 5) -2,
OARRAY (i, 5) -4,
KONFIG(1,6)-2,
SPEC (11,6) -1,
FARRAY (1,6) -6,
_ONFIG (1,7 )-9,
1,0,2, 0,SPEC (1,1) -100, 4"0,. 97,2*0, . 1,2"0, 14.
2, 0, 3, 0, SPEC (1,2) -1.6, 0, 1,1001, 1,1002,1,1003,
i.,
3,0,4,5, SPEC (I, 3)-0. ,0. ,
4,10, 7, 0, S?EC (1,4)-0. , 0. , 0.25, . 95,
5, 0, 6, 0,SPI._C (1,5) -2960, . 67184,600. , ! . 644,
6,3,1,
82,5,18,
7,0, 8, 0,SPEC (1, 6) -. 00001. 0: 0.0, 0. !.95, 21500. ,
KONFIG
KONFIG
_ONFIG
KONFIG
KONFIG
KONFIG
&END
.4,7, .3,8, .3,
8, 0, 9, 0, SPEC (I, 7)-0, 1,0, 0, .985,1,1#0, i,
KONFIC, (1,8) -5, 6, 0, 10, 0, SPEC (1,8)-3.6, 0. , i, 1007. , I,
1008, I, i, O, I, .80, 5000, I,
KONFIG(I, 9)-II, 2, 8, 0, 0, SPEC (I, 9)-9"1,
(I,10)-12,SPCNTL(I,10)-I.0,1.0,100,8.0,2.0,0.,.0,0.,0.,
(1, Ii}-12, SPCNTL(1, ii)-4.0,5.0,200, 8.0,4.0,0, 0,0., 0.,
(1,12) -12,SPCNTL(I,12)-3.0,5.0,100,8.0.6.0,0., .0,0.,0.,
(1,13)-12, SPCNTL(I, 13)-1.0, 8.0,200, 8.0, 9.0, 0., .0, 0., 0.,
(i, 14)-12, SPCNTL(I, 14)-I.0, 9.0,200, 5.0, 2.0, 20.,. 0, 0., 0.,
(I, 15)-12, SPCNTL(1,15)-4.0, 5.0, I00,2.0, I0.0,28. 510, 0, 0, 0,
&D SPEC (9, .1.0)-I, SPEC (9, Ii)-I, SPEC (9, 12)-I, SPEC (9, 13)-i,
SPEC (5, 1) -. 26, SPEC (9, 1)-50, SPEC (6, 1)-0, &END
&D SPEC (5,1) -. 6, SPEC(9,1)-IO000, &END
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&D SgEC(5,1)-.9,SPEC(9,1)-25000, &END
&D SPEC(5, 1)-1.2, SPEC(9, I)-32200, &END
&D SPEC(5,1)-1.5,SPEC(9,1)-39500, &END
&D SPEC(5,1)-1.8,SPEC(9,1)-46800, &END
&D SPEC(_,I)-2.0,SPEC(9,1)-50900, &END
&D SPEC (5,1) -2. 5, SPEC(9,1)-55000, &END
&D SPEC(5,1)-3.0,SPEC(9,1)-58400, &END
Q
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Figure 13. Block Diagram of Air-Turbo Ramjet
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B12.5 SAMPLE 5 - TANDEM FAN WITH MULTIMODES.
Sample 5. is a 2-spool, tandem fan engine, with multimode capabilities. Mode 1 is in
series, mixed flow, mode 2 in parallel-flow, high bypass. The input il set to draw a block
diagram of each mode (DRAW=T), and the mode to design the components is mode 1
(MODESN=I). This is a 2 mode engine (NMODES=2) and will make full passes through the
engine while it determines the error matrix (NCODE=-I). The data output headers option is on
(DOUTHD=T). (Prints out headers on the output file to aid the user interpreting the output,
highly recommended for novice users.) This case will print information (number of iterations,
altitude, Mach number, inlet recovery, engine airflow, gross thrust, fuel flow, net thrust, and
TSFC) to the terminal as the case is executing (ITERM=2). This engine uses XNUM to label the
station property outputs, the XNUM array could be removed without changing the way the
engine is operated. Since this engine may require more than 50 iterations to converge, the
maximum number of iterations has been increased to 75 (MAXNIT=75). A block diagrams of
this engine in modes 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively.
2 MODE TANDEM-FAN ENGINE I=SERIES,MXDFLO 2=PARALLEL HY-BY
&D NCODE=-I, DRAW=T, LONG=F, NMODES=2, MODESN_I , DOUTHD=T, &END
&D MODE=l,ITERM=2. MAXNIT-75,
XNUM-4HINTI, 4HDSPI, 4HFFNI, 4HFFNO, 4H2FNI, 4H2FNO, 4HHPCI, 4HHPCO, 4HHPTI,
4HLPTI, 4HMXMI , 4HMIXO, 4HNOZI , 4HNOZO, 4HDDTI , 4HDNZI, 4HDNZO, 4HCOOL, 4HBDUC,
4HMXSI,
KONFIG (I, I)-4HINLT, I, 0, 2,0, SPEC (i, i)-300.0,0. , 0. ,0. , 0. , I. 0,
KONFIG (i, 2) -4HCOMP, 3, 0, 4,0, SPEC (I, 2) -i .5, 0. , 1 .0, I001 . , I. 0,
1002., 1.0, 1003., i. 0, 00.00, 0. , 0.8800, 2. 800, 1.0,
KONFIG (i, 3) =4HCOMP, 5,0, 6, 0, SPEC (i, 3) -1.5,0. , I .O, i001 . , i. 0,
1002.,I.0,1003., 1.0,00.00,0.,0.8800, 1.500,0.95,
KONFIG (I, 4) =4HSPLT, 6,0, 7,19, SPEC (i, 4)-0. 7000,0.2000D-01,0.2000D-01,
KONFIG(I,5)-4HCOMP,7,0, 8, 18,SPEC(I,5)-I.3,0.1000D00,1.0,1004.,I.0,
1005. ,I .0, 1006. , i. 0, 0. , 0. , 0. 8800, 7.200, 0. 935,
KONFIG (i, 6) =4HDUCT, 8, 0, 9, 0, SPEC (i, 6) ..0. 6000D-01,0. , 0. , 3260. , 0. 9850,
0. 1830D05, 0. , 0. , 0. , 0. 1000D00,
KONFIG (i, 7) =4HSPLT, 2, O, 3, 15, SPEC (I, 7) -0. 1000D-01,
KONFIG(I, 8) z4HTURB, 9, 18, I0,0, SPEC (i, 8) -3. 500,0. 7000, I. 0, 1007, 1.0,
1008, i. 0, i. 0, 0. 5000, 1.0,0. 9000,5000., I. 0,
KONFIG (i, 9) z4HTURB, I0,18, II, 0, SPEC (i, 9) -2 . 500,0. 3000,1 .O, 1009, 1 . 0,
i010,1.0, 1.0, 0. 5000, 1.0, O. 8800,5000., 1.0,
KONFIG(I, II)-4HDUCT, 19,0,20,0,SPEC(I,11)-0.5000D-01,0.,0.,400.O,0.9700,
0. 1830D05,0. , 0. , 0. ,0. 5000D-01,
KONFIG (I, 12) -4HMIXR, ii, 20, 12,0, SPEC (i, 12) -0. , 0. , 0. 3000,0. 9500, 1 . 0, I . 0,
KONFIG (I, 14) -4HDUCT, 12, 0,13, 0, SPEC (I, 14) -0. 5000D-01,0. , O. , 400.0, 0. 9700,
0. 1830D05, 0. , 0. , 0. ,0. 5000D-01,
KONFIG (I, 15) -4HNOZZ, 13,0, 14,0, SPEC (I, 15) -0. , 1.0, 0. , 0. , O. 9800, 1.0,0. , 0. , 1.0,
KONFIG(I, 16)-4HLOAD,0,0,0,0,SPEC(I,16)--100.0,
KONFIG(I, 17)-4HSHFT, 5,8,0,0,SPEC(I,17)-0.1400D05,1.0,1.O,I.0, 1.0,
1.0,i.0,i.0,I.0,
KONFIG (i, 18)-4HSHFT
1.0,I.0,i.0,I.0,
KONFIG (I, 19)-4HDUCT
0.1830D05,
KONFIG (I, 21) -4HCNTL
13.00,0., 1.0, 1.0,0.,
KONFIG(I,22)-4HCNTL SPCNTL
10.00,0.,1.0,1.0,0.,
KONFIG(I,23)-4HCNTL SPCNTL
17.00,0.,I.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG(I,24)-4HCNTL SPCNTL
18.00,0.,I.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG (i, 25 ) -4HCNTL, SPCNTL
2.0, 25.00, 0., 1.050,4.0,
KONFIG(1,26)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL
3.0, 25.00, 0., 1.050,4.0,
KONFIG (1 , 27 ) -4HCNTL, SPCNTL
2,3, 16, 9,SPEC(I,18)-8000.,I.0, I.0, 1.0, I.0,
15,0, 16, 0, SPEC (I, 19)-0. 5000D-01,0. , 0. , 400.0, 0. 9700,
SPCNTL (i, 21) -I .0, 9.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0,
(i, 22)-I .0,8.0,4HSTAP, 8.0,
(i, 23) -1.0, 17.00, 4HDOUT, 8.0,
(1,24) -I .0, 18.00, 4HDOUT, 8.0,
(i, 25) -1.0, 2.0, 4HDOUT, 5.0,
(i, 26}-i .0, 3.0, 4HDOUT, 5.0,
(I, 27)-I .0, 5.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0,
I01
9.0,0.,1.0,1.050,4.0,
KONFIG (I, 28)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (1,28)-I.0, 4.0, 4HDOUT, 8.0,
12.00,0.,1.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG(1,29)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (1,29) -1.0, 1.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0,
3.0,0.,1.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG (1,31) -4HCNTL, SPCNTL (1,31) -10.00,2.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0,
5.0,0., 1.0,0., 40.00,
KONFIG(1,32)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (1,32) -10.00, 3.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0,
7.0, 0.,1.0,0.,40.00,
KONFIG (I, 37)=4HLIMV,
KONFIG (1 , 40) -4HLIMV,
KONFIG (i, 45) =4HLIMV,
KONFIG (I, 48) =4HLIMV,
KONFIG (i, 49) =4HLIMV,
KONFIG (I, 50) =4HLIMV,
KONFIG (1 , 54 )-.4 HOPTV ,
0.,0.,0.,1.0,
KONFIG(I, 58)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 58) -4.0, 6.0, 4HDOUT, 6.0,
3.0,1.0,1.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG (i, 59) -4HDUCT, 4,0,5,0, SPEC (i, 59)-0. ,
KONFIG (i, 60)-4HNOZZ, 16, 0, 17,0, SPEC (I, 60)-0. , 0. 1000D00, 0. , 0. , 0. 1000D00,
1.0, I.0,0.,i.0,
& END
&D MODEm2,
XNUM-4HINTI , 4HSPLI ,4HFFNI ,4HVLVI , 4H2FNI , 4H2FNO, 4HHPCI , 4HHPCO, 4HHPTI ,
, 4HNOZI, 4HNOZO, 4HFFNO, 4HDNZI, 4HDNZO, 4HCOOL, 4HBDUC,4HLPTI, 4HLPTO, 4H
4HBNZI, 4}{BNZO,
KONFIG (i , i) -4HINLT
KONFIG (I, 2) B4HCOMP
KONFIG (i, 3) -4HCOMP
KONFIG (I, 4)-4HSPLT
KONF I G (i, 5 ) -4 HCOMP
KONFIG (i, 6) =4HDUCT
KONFIG (i, 7) -4HSPLT
KONFIG (I, 8) -4HTURB
KONFIG (i , 9) -4HTURB
0,0, 0, 0, SPEC (i, 37) -0, 0, 8800. , 4HDOUT, 2 . , 18. , 0, 0, i,
0, 0,0, 0, SPEC (1,40}-0, 0, 1. 100, 4HDOUT, 6., 2. , 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0,0, SPEC (1,45)-0, 0, 1. 100, 4HDOUT, 6., 3. , 0, 0, 1,
0, 0,0, 0, SPEC (1,48)-0, 1. 050, 4.0, 4HDOUT, 4. , 5. , 0, 0, 1,
0,0,0,0,SPEC (i, 49}-0,0, 1. 100,4HDOUT, 6., 5. , 0, 0, 1,
0,0, 0, 0, SPEC (1,50)-0, 2.0, 80.00, 4HDOUT, 5., 5. , 0, 0, 1,
0, 0,15,0, SPEC (1,54)-0. ,0. ,0., 1.0, O- ,
1,0,2,0,
3,0,15,0,
5,0,6,0,
6,0,7,19,
7,0,8,18,
8,0,9,0,
2,0,4,3,
9,18,10,0,
10,18,11,0,
-I.0,8.0,4HSTAP,8.0,
-I.0,17.00,4HDOUT, 8.0,
-I.0,2.0,4HDOUT,5.0,
-1.0,3.0,4HDOUT, 5.0,
-1.0,5.0,4HSTAP,8.0,
-1.0,1.0,4HSTAP,8.0,
-I.0,18.00,4HSTAP,8.0,
)-I.0,9.0,4HDOUT, 8.0,
)-I.0,4.0,4HSTAP,8.0,
KONFIG (I, Ii) -4HDUCT, 19, 0, 20, 0,
KONFIG (i, 13) -4HNOZZ, 20, O, 21,0, SPEC (I, 13)-0., i. 0,0., 0., 0. 9500,
1.0,0.,0.,i.0,
KONFIG (I, 14)"4HDUCT, ii, 0, 13,0,
KONFIG (I, 15)-4HNOZZ, 13, 0, 14,0,
KONFIG (I, 16)-4HLOAD, 0, 0, 0,0,
KONFIG (I, 17),-4HSHFT, 5,8,0,0,
KONFIG (i, 18)-4HSHFT, 2,3, 16, 9,
KONFIG (i, 19)-4HDUCT, 14,0, 16,0,
KONFIG(I, 20)-4HNOZZ, 16, 0, 17,0, SPEC (i, 20) -0., 1.0, 0., 0., 0. 9800,
1.0,0.,0.,I.0,
KONFIG (i, 22)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (i, 22)
i0.00,0.,I.0,i.0,0.,
KONFIG (I, 23)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 23)
17.00,0.,1.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG (i, 25)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (i, 25)
2.0, 25.00,0., 1.050,4.0,
KONFIG (I, 26)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 26}
3.0,25.00,0.,1.050,4.0,
KONFIG(I, 27)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 27)
9.0, 0., 1.0, 1.050,4.0,
KONFIG (i, 29)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (I, 29)
3.0,0.,1.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG (i, 33)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (i, 33)
13.00,0.,0.,1.0,0.,
KONFIG(I, 34)-4HCNTL, SPCN_'L (i, 34
18.00,0.,I.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG(1,35)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (1,35
7.0,0.,1.0,0.,0.,
KONFIG(I, 37)-4HLIMV, O, 0, 0, 0, SPEC (I, 37)-0,0,8800., 4HDOUT, 2., 18., 0, 0, I.,
KONFIG(I, 39)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL(I, 39)-i0.00, 3.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0,
20.00, 0., 0., 0., 40.00,
KONFIG (1,40)-4HLIMV, 0, 0, 0, 0, SPEC (i, 40)-0, 0, 1. 100, 4HDOUT, 6., 2., 0,0, 1.,
KONFIG(I, 45)-4HLIMV, 0, 0, 0, 0, SPEC (1,45)-0, 0, 1. 100, 4HDOUT, 6., 3., 0,0, I.,
KONFIG (I, 48)-4HLIMV, 0, 0, 0, 0, SPEC (I, 48)-0, 1.050, 4.0, 4HDOUT, 4., 5., 0,0, 1.,
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KONFIG(I, 49)-4HLIMV, 0, 0, 0, 0, SPEC (I, 49)-0, 0, I. 100, 4HDOUT, 6. , 5. , 0, 0, I. ,
KONFIG(1,50)-4HLIMV, 0,0,0, 0, SPEC (1,50)-0, 2.0, 80.0, 4HDOUT, 5. , 5. , 0,0, 1. ,
KONFIG(I, 51)-4HCNTL, S PCNTL (1,51)-i0.00, 2.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0,
16.00,0., 0., 0., 40.00,
KONFIG(I, 52)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (1,52) -1.0, 7.0, 4HSTAP, 8.0,
5.0,0., 1.0, 0., 40.00,
KONFIG(1,54)-4HOPTV, 0, 0, 15,0, SPEC (1,54)-0. , 0. ,0. , 1.0, 0. ,
0.,0.,0.,1.0,
KONFIG (1,55)-4HOPTV, 0, 0, 20,0, SPEC (1,55)-0. , 0. ,0. , 1.0, 0. ,
0.,0.,0., 1.0,
KONFIG(1,56)-4HOPTV, 0,0, 13,0, SPEC (1,56)-0., 0., 0. , 1.0, 0. ,
0.,0.,0.,1.0,
KONFIG (I, 58)-4HCNTL, SPCNTL (1,58) -4.0, 6.0, 4HDOUT, 6.0,
3.0,i.0,0.,0.,0.,
KONFIG (1,59)-4HDUCT, 4,0, 5, 0, SPEC (1,59)-0. ,
&END
&D MACH-0.30,ALTP-5000.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-!, &END
&D MACH-0.50,ALTP-10000.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-1, &END
&D MACH-0.80,ALTP-20000.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-I, &END
&D MACH-I.00,ALTP-30000.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-I, &END
&D MACH-I.40,ALTP-40000.,ETAR-0.9782,MODE-I, &END
&D MACH-1.80,ALTP-50000.,ETAR-0.9445,MODE-1, &END
&D MACH-0.00,ALTP-0.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-2,
XNUM-4HINTI,4HSPLI,4HFFNI,4HVLVI,4H2FNI,4H2FNO, 4HHPCI,4HHPCO, 4HHPTI,
4HLPTI,4HLPTO, 4H ,4HNOZI,4HNOZO, 4HFFNO, 4HDNZI,4HDNZO, 4HCOOL, 4HBDUC,
4HBNZI,4HBNZO,
SPEC(4,6)-2860,
SPEC(7,15)-0,SPEC(9,51)-0,SPEC(9,39)-0,1DONE(7)=0, &END
&D MACH-0.30,ALTP-5000.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-2,
SPEC(9,51)-I,SPEC(9,39)-I,SPEC(9,33)-I, &END
&D MACH-0.50,ALTP-10000.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-2, &END
&D MACH-0.80,ALTP-20000.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-2, &END
&D MACH-I.00,ALTP-30000.,ETAR-I.00,MODE-2, &END
&D MACH-I.40,ALTP-40000.,ETAR-0.9782,MODE-2, &END
&D MACH-I.80,ALTP-50000.,ETAR-0.9445,MODE-2, &END
B
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12.6 EXAMPLE OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE CASE 3
The following is a sample output from the NNEP89 program. This output is from
Sample 3, a simple mixed-flow, 1 spool turbofan (Section 12.3).
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12.7 EXAMPLE COMPRESSOR MAP TABLES
The following is a sample compressor map table with variable stator angles. Two stator
angles (0.0, 10.0) are given in the table. The corresponding output graph of this table which
results from setting MAPLOT=T is shown in Figure 16. The corrected speed values are labeled
along the top of the graph and the R values are labeled on the right side of the graph. The
efficiency contours are numbered and the corresponding values are listed in the lower right
hand corner.
2001 COMPRESSOR WITH VARIABLE STATORS
ANGL 2 I0.00
SPED 15 0.700 0.750 0.800 0.810
0.850 0.860 0.870 0.900
R 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FL.SW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
SPED 15
R 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
FLOW 7
EOT
2002
ANGL 2
SPED 15
R 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
HIGH PRESSURE
0.00
0.600
0.840
1.035
1.000
0.?520
0.3910
0.4330
0.4690
0.5080
0.5690
0.6240
0.6580
0.6880
0.7240
0.7580
0.8430
0.9120
0.9860
1.0600
0.600
0.840
1.035
1.000
0.7520
0.7910
0.8330
0.8690
O.9080
0.9690
1.0240
1 0580
1 0880
1 1240
1 1580
1 2430
1 3120
I 3860
1 4600
1.050
0 3580
0 3960
0 4440
0 4840
0 5230
0 5820
0 6380
0 6720
0.7030
0.7350
0.7710
0.8550
0.9250
0.9950
1.0600
0.700
0.850
1.050
0.7580
0.7960
0.8440
0.8840
0.9230
0.9820
1.0380
1.0720
1.1030
1.1350
1.1710
1.2550
1.3250
1.3950
1.4600
0.820 0.830
0.935 0.985
HIGH PRESSURE
0.00
0.600
0.840
1.035
1.000 1.050
0.9000 0.8500
0.9400 0.9080
0.9540 0.9400
0.9640 0.9540
0.9730 0 9660
0.9860 0.9790
0.9960 0.9920
1.0030 0.9980
1.0070 1.0040
1.0110 1.0090
1.150 1.300 1.450 1.600 1.750
0.36_0 0.3730 0.3820 0.3840 0.3840
0.4060 0.4140 0.4210 0.4259 0.4260
0.4500 0.4550 0.4580 0.4600 0.4610
0.4930 0.5000 0.5040 0.5050 0.5060
0.5350 0.5480 0.5530 0.5550 0.5560
0.5930 0.6080 0.6170 0.6210 0.6240
0.6540 0.6700 0.6770 0.6800 0.6810
0.6860 0.7020 0.7100 0.7140 0.7160
0.7160 0.7300 0.7370 0.7410 0.7440
0.7510 0.7660 0.7750 0.7780 0.7800
0.7850 0.8020 0.8090 0.8110 0.8150
0.8680 0.8800 0.8850 0.8890 0.8910
0.9350 0.9480 0.9510 0.9530 0.9540
1.0040 1.0090 1.0100 1.0100 1.0100
1.0600 1.0600 1.0600 1.0600 1.0600
0.750 0.800 0.810 0.820 0.830
0.860 0.870 0.900 0.935 0.985
1.300 1.450
0.7730 0.7820
0o8140 0.8_i0
0.8550 0.8580
0.9000 0.9040
0.9480 0.9530
1.0080 1.0170
1.0700 1.0770
1.1020 i.i!00
1.1300 1.1370
1.1660 1.1750
1.2020 1.2090
1.2800 1.2850
1.3480 1.3510
1.4090 1.4100
1.4600 1.4600
1.150
0.7640
0.8060
0.8500
0.8930
0.9350
0.9930
1.05_0
1.0860
1.1160
1 1510
1 1850
1 2680
1 3350
1 4040
1 4600
COMPRESSOR WITH VARIABLE STATORS
I0.00
0.700 ¢.750 0.800 0.810
0.850 0.860 0.870 0.900
1.450
0 3400
0 4450
0 5350
0 6450
0 7450
0 8180
0 8680
0 8900
0 9030
0 9180
I.I_0 1.300
0.7160 0.5450
0.8350 0.6600
0.8830 0.7650
0.9160 0.8120
0.9430 0.8650
0.9650 0.9050
0.9820 0.9380
0.9900 0.9500
0.9970 0._20
1.0030 0.9710
1.600
0.7840
0.8250
0.8600
0 9050
0 9550
1 0210
1 0800
1 1140
1 1410
1 1780
1 2110
1.2890
1.3530
1.4±#0
1.4600
0.820
0.935
!.600
0.2000
0.3150
0.2850
0.4000
0.5620
0.6950
0.7660
0.7890
0.8070
0.83O0
1.750
0.7840
0.8260
0.8610
0.9060
0.9560
1.0240
1.0810
1.1160
1.1440
1.1800
1.2150
1.2910
1.3540
1.4100
1.4600
0.830
0.985
1.750
0 2000
0 2800
0 1800
0 2400
0 3200
0 5470
0 6350
0 6660
0 6810
0 7040
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eEFF
EFF
FFF
EFF
EFF
SPED
7
7
7
7
7
15
R 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EFF 7
EOT
q003
ANGL 2
SPED 15
R 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
SPED 15
R 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
PR 7
EOT
HIGH
1.0140 1.0120 1.0080
1.0180 1.0150 1.0150
1.0150 1.0140 1.0110
1.0070 1.0010 0.9930
0.9180 0.9180 0.9090
0.600 0.700 0.750
0.840 0.850 0.860
1.035
1.000 1.050 1.150
0.8550 0.8075 0.6802
0.8930 0.8626 0.7932
0.9063 0.8930 0.8388
0.9158 0.9063 O 8702
0.9244 0.9177 0.8959
0.9367 0.9301 0._168
0.9462 0.9424 0._9
0.9528 0.9481 0.940%
0.9567 0.9538 0.9471
0.9604 0.9585 0.9528
0.9633 0.9614 0.9576
0.9671 0.9642 0.9642
0.9642 0.9633 0.9604
0.9567 0.9509 0.9434
0.8721 0.8721 0.8636
0.9830
0.9950
0.9820
0.9570
0.8900
0.800
0.870
1.300
0 5177
0 6270
0 7268
0 7714
0 8217
0 8597
0 8911
0 9025
0 9139
0 9224
0 9338
0 9452
0 9329
0 9092
0 8455
0.9310
0.94?0
0.9300
0.9060
0.8530
0.810
0.900
1.450
0.3230
0.4227
0.5082
0.612'I
0.7077
0.7771
0.8246
0.8455
0.8579
0.8721
0.8845
0.8949
0.8835
0.8607
0.8104
PRESSURE COMPRESSOR WITH VARIABLE STATORS
0.00
0.600
0.840
1.035
1.000
2.0730
2 5940
3 1610
3 6060
4 0810
4 7400
5 3230
5 6750
6 0050
6 4030
6 8020
7 8210
8 6490
9.3690
9.8140
0.600
0.840
1.035
1.000
2.7919
3.6620
4.6089
5.3520
6.1453
7.2458
8.2194
8.8072
9.3583
10.0230
10.6893
12.3911
13.7738
14.9762
15.7194
I0.00
0.700 0.750 0.800
0.850 0.860 0.870
1.050 1.150
2.0120 1.7360
2.4410 2.1880
2.9470 2.6250
3.3910 3.06_0
3.8200 3.5290
4.4570 4.1420
5.0700 4.7400
5.4300 5.0620
5.7670 5.3840
6.1350 5.7360
6.5030 6.0970
7.4230 6.9550
8.1810 7.6600
8.9250 8.3580
9.6530 8.9630
0.7O0 0.750
0.850 0.860
1.050
2.6900
3.4065
4.2515
4.9930
5.7094
6.7732
7.7969
8.3981
8.9609
9.5754
10.1900
11.7264
12.9923
14.2347
15.4505
1.150
2.2291
Z.9840
3.7137
4.4552
5.2234
6.2471
7 2458
7 7835
8 3213
8 9091
9 5120
i0 9448
12.1222
13.2879
14.2982
1.300
1 4600
1 8280
2 2260
2 6090
3 0690
3 6210
4 1960
4 4870
4 7550
5 0770
5 4070
6 1350
6 7480
7 3460
7 8130
0.800
0.870
1.300
1.7682
2.3828
3.0474
3.6870
4.4552
5.3771
6.3373
6.8233
7.2708
7.8086
8.3597
9.5754
10.5992
11.5978
12.3777
0.810
0.900
1.450
1.1530
1.4750
1.7970
2.1650
2.5940
3.1080
3.6060
3.8890
4.1040
4.4030
4.6940
5.3300
5.8510
6.3500
6.7710
0.810
0.900
1.450
1.2555
1.7932
2.3310
2 9455
3 6620
4 5204
5 3520
5 8246
6 183'7
6.6830
7.1690
8.2311
9.1012
9.9345
10.6376
0.8360
0.8550
0.8430
0.8160
0.7740
0.820
0.935
1.600
0.1900
0.2993
0.2707
0.3800
0.5339
0.6603
0.7277
0.7495
0.7666
0.7885
0.7942
0.8122
0.8009
0.7752
0.7353
0.820
0.935
1.600
1.0000
1.2840
1 5360
1 8430
2 1880
2 6480
3 0690
3 2990
3 4910
3 7590
3 9660
4 5100
4 9700
5 3530
5 7060
0.820
0.935
1.600
1.0000
1.4743
1.8951
2.4078
2.9840
3.7522
4.4552
4.8393
5.1600
5.6075
5.9532
6.8617
7.6299
8.2695
8.8590
0.7100
0.7250
0.7000
0.6680
0.6070
0.830
0.985
1.750
0.1900
0.2660
0.1710
0.2280
0.3040
0.5196
0.6032
0.6327
0.6470
0.6_88
0.6745
0.6887
0.6650
0.6346
0.5766
0.830
0.985
1.750
1.0000
1.2300
1.4220
1.6670
1.9430
2.3030
2.6320
2.8240
2.9620
3.1690
3.3610
3.7740
4.'.040
4.4340
4.7020
0.830
0.985
1.950
1.0000
1 3841
1 7047
2 1139
2 5748
3 1760
3 7254
4.046]
4.2765
4.6222
4.9429
5.6326
6.1837
6.7348
7.1823
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Figure 16. Example High Pressure Compressor Map with Stator Angle=0.
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Figure 16 continued. Example High Pressure Compressor Map with Stator Angle=10.
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12.8 EXAMPLE TURBINE MAP TABLES
The following is a sample turbine map table. The corresponding output graph of this
table which results from setting MAPLOT=T is shown in Figure 17. The corrected speed values
are labeled with symbols and the corresponding speed values are listed in the lower right hand
corner of the graph.
2004
AREA 1
SPED 3
PR 14
FLOW 14
FLOW 14
FLOW 14
EOT
2005
AREA 1
SPED 4
PR 14
EFF 14
EFF 14
EFF 14
EFF 14
EOT
HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE
1.00
4000.
1.000
2.500
0.000
19.750
0.000
19.360
0.000
19.050
5000.
1 300
2 800
15 300
19 900
15 775
19 540
16 225
19 I'0
HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE
6000.
1.500 1.600
3.100 3.300
17.100 17.775
19.980 20.010
17.100 17.575
19.640 19.670
17.125 17.500
19.280 19.310
1.00
4000.0 5000.0 6000.0 8000.0
1.000 1.250 1.750 2.000
2.750 3.250 3.500 4.000
0.8370 0.8419 0.8512 0.8557
0.8672 0.8734 0.8760 0.8786
0.8400 0.8495 0.8657 0.8725
0.8815 0.8819 0.8820 0.8802
0.8400 0.8492 0.8648 0.8705
0.8822 0.8867 0.8881 0.8891
0.8400 0.8489 0.8636 0.8687
0.8736 0.8727 0.8720 0.8705
1 8O0
3 500
18 625
20 040
18 225
19 700
18 040
19 340
2.150
4.500
0 8581
0 8790
0 8765
0 8762
0 8735
0 8877
0 8711
0 8688
2.000
3.600
19.150
20.040
18.700
19.700
18.450
19.340
2.380
4.750
0.8615
0.8782
0.8806
0.8733
0.8772
0.8862
0.8726
0.8678
2.200
5 000
19 460
20 041
19 040
19 701
18 750
19 341
2.500
5.000
0 8635
0 8770
0 8811
0 8700
0 8792
0 884O
0 8732
0 8668
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Figure 17. Example High Pressure Turbine Map
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